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ABSTRACT
An environmental assessment and impact planning software, SCREENER™, was tested at a
pilot project at the Cameco site (Port Hope). SCREENER was used to screen the impacts of
a new construction project in accordance with the process and reporting requirements laid out
in the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act. The software test concentrated on the
activities that are directly involved with the structure construction and site preparation
activities. In addition, a two and one half day training course was given to three AECB staff
using the test case as a hands on example. The conclusion of this project is that an automated
tool such as SCREENER (or Calyx™, the new generation of environmental assessment tools
from ESS A Software Ltd), will help the AECB to standardize the approach to environmental
assessment, assist in project planning, and save resources in the screening process. The new
approach could allow to allocate AECB limited resources to the detailed assessments
required for maximum impact activities.
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Environmental Impact Assessment
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, the Atomic Energy Control Board is
responsible for assessing the potential environmental impacts of installations licensed by its
mandate. ESSA Software Ltd. (from now refered as ESSA) has developed a computerized,
knowledge-based tool called SCREENER™ to assist in the environmental screening of
activities and projects. The AECB contracted ESSA to explore the application of the
SCREENER expert system to the environmental impact assessment component of the AECB
project cycle.
The purpose of the project was to develop AECB-specific data at a limited scale to use with
SCREENER, to test the software at the Cameco (Port Hope) pilot site, to install the software
at Ottawa headquarters, to train AECB staff at the Ottawa offices, to conduct a project
debriefing seminar, and to provide an objective evaluation of the project results.
In using a mature software tool like SCREENER, the AECB gains a standardized approach
to environmental assessment, while ensuring that users ask and answer appropriate questions
during the assessment, identify uncertainties, and consider relevant mitigation actions when
significant impacts are flagged by the software. By virtue of the fact that SCREENER is an
automated tool, it builds consistency and reliability into the assessment process while
providing traceable results through the production of comprehensive reports. Benefits over
manual screening procedures include providing users with detailed environmental knowledge
and expertise about a project site, providing a corporate memory about how projects impact
the environment, facilitating a relatively fast screening of a large number of proposals, and
providing a mechanism to develop electronic databases of screening decisions and
environmental settings (inventories).
SCREENER was used to screen and evaluate the impacts of constructing a Fluorine cell
house at the Port Hope Cameco facility in accordance with the process and reporting
requirements laid out in the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act. The software test
concentrated on the activities that are directly involved with the structure construction and
site preparation activities that dominate the project. In customizing the standard SCREENER
knowledge base for the AECB, ESSA staff acquired information regarding the construction
project by conducting a thorough study of AECB documents related to the project and by
communication with AECB process staff. Templates were used to record information and
determine the conditions for significance of impact. Mitigation information was extracted the
same way. This information was then engineered into SCREENER for use in the impact
analysis engine.
In creating a study site inventory (environmental setting), a two stage process was initiated.
First, baseline data was gathered using relevant information from assorted reports, maps, on-
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going studies, interviews and previous environmental assessments. The information
gathering process was augmented by a site visit. Second, the information was organized in
preparation for entry into the environmental database. The product of this process was used
in the project screening, and was delivered and used during the training and seminar stage of
the project.
A two and a half day training course was given to three AECB employees in Ottawa. It
provided the users with a thorough exposure to the capabilities of SCREENER and a solid
grounding in its operational use. The course was followed by a seminar which provided an
opportunity to demonstrate the software to a broader audience, and to further discuss the
system's applicability within the AECB.
A great deal of interest was expressed in exploring the functionality of the system in greater
detail. It was suggested that SCREENER be tested at a mine site in Saskatchewan and in an
operational plant setting (likely Port Hope again, yet in an operational context). Staff were
keen to see AECB-specific CEAA law lists and legal interpretations incorporated into the
system, and were curious about the possibility of developing sectoral knowledge bases which
could be maintained and/or further developed in-house. It was recommended that a proposal
outlining different options for a second phase of the project be prepared.
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1. INTRODUCTION
ESSA was contracted by the Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB) to explore the
application of the environmental assessment expert system SCREENER to the environmental
impact assessment (EIA) component of the AECB project cycle.
The purpose of the AECB Research Project 9.142.1, "Environmental Impact Assessment
Screening Tool", was to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

develop AECB specific data for use with SCREENER;
test SCREENER at the Cameco (Port Hope) pilot site;
install a licensed version of SCREENER Version 4.1 at headquarters in Ottawa;
train AECB staff at the Ottawa offices;
conduct a project de-briefing seminar; and
provide an objective evaluation of the results of our tests.

1.1 Background
Under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act (CEAA), the AECB is responsible for
assessing the potential environmental impacts of installations licensed by its mandate. A
computerized, knowledge based tool called SCREENER has been developed by ESSA to
assist in the environmental screening of activities and projects. SCREENER and its
accompanying knowledge base software (ENVED - Environmental Setting Editor, and KBE Knowledge Base Editor) have been developed to be compatible with the environmental
screening protocol, and reporting requirements mandated by the CEAA.
SCREENER is a mature environmental assessment product designed to assist with the
identification of potentially significant environmental impacts that stem from activities
associated with projects. SCREENER allows for a standardized approach to environmental
assessment, ensures that users ask and answer appropriate questions during the assessment,
identifies uncertainties and allows the user to consider relevant mitigation actions when
significant impacts are flagged. By virtue of the fact that SCREENER is an automated tool,
it builds consistency and reliability into the assessment process while providing traceable
results through the production of comprehensive reports. SCREENER also serves as a useful
mechanism for training personnel in the assessment process.
SCREENER provides a number of benefits over manual screening procedures. These
benefits include:
•
•
•

providing users with detailed environmental knowledge and expertise about a project
site;
providing a "corporate memory" and detailed knowledge of the environmental issues
and impacts that are associated with projects and activities managed by the AECB and
for which the AECB is responsible;
facilitating a relatively fast screening of a large number of proposals;
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•
•

providing consistency among individuals and agencies in arriving at screening
decisions;
providing consistency in documenting the background to and rationale for screening
decisions; and,
providing a mechanism to develop electronic databases of screening decisions and
environmental setting descriptions for a series of project sites.

As a point of clarification, SCREENER is a tool which is used for a variety of environmental
management purposes, including the assessment of the potential for environmental and socioeconomic impacts that may arise from a proposed project. SCREENER does not refer
directly to the act of undertaking a "screening" under either the Federal Environmental
Assessment Review Process Guidelines Order (EARP-GO) or under the CEAA.
SCREENER's application extends from the local municipal level to international development
banks; as such, it is not tied to any one particular piece of legislation. It is, however,
compatible with the "screening" requirement of Canada's federal environmental assessment
legislation.

1.2 Project Scope
As part of its initiative to respond to CEAA and increase its capacity to undertake costeffective, defensible, and responsive environmental screenings and assessments, the AECB
contracted ESS A to undertake an operational field test of SCREENER at Cameco's Port
Hope facility. The test project provided a practical and operational context to evaluate
whether the software has the potential to be effectively used for more widespread AECB
applications.
SCREENER was used to screen and evaluate the impacts of constructing a Fluorine cell
house at the Port Hope Cameco facility in accordance with the process and reporting
requirements laid out in the CEAA. The specific activities that were elements of the
screening for this project included:
•
•
•
•
•

pre-construction/site preparation activities;
construction of the Fluorine cell house;
decommissioning of the old cell house;
transport/loading/storage/disposal activities; and
security activities.

The software test concentrated on the activities that are directly involved with the structure
construction and decommissioning activities that dominate the project. The specific AECB
customization to SCREENER that were undertaken for this test provide a template upon
which judgements about the flexibility and effectiveness of the system can be made. In
addition, the pilot test and associated training provided a clear indication to the AECB about
how the software can be further customized and modified to capture the full spectrum of
activities and environmental issues the AECB and its licensees are compelled to consider.
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1.3 Project Objectives
ESSA recognizes and encourages the AECB's wish to fully evaluate the SCREENER system
in a practical and operational context to ensure that the software has the potential to be
effectively used for widespread AECB applications. As mentioned, the AECB staff selected
a test project at Cameco Corporation's Port Hope (Ontario) facility. This initiative provided
an opportunity for the AECB to gain a degree of comfort with the system and to evaluate
how the system can be most effectively utilized to meet specific environmental assessment
mandates and needs.
The overall objectives of the field test were to:
1.

apply the SCREENER system to an actual environmental assessment situation
at Port Hope;

2.

train project officers in environmental assessment and the use of SCREENER;

3.

evaluate the applicability of the SCREENER system to the AECB
environmental assessment procedures (e.g., triggered legislation, context of
classification lists, format of reports); and

4.

provide a detailed implementation plan for the AECB if SCREENER is
assessed as being applicable to the AECB's activities and needs.

1.4 Purpose of Document
During the draft report stage, there were two separate reports. The first draft report dealt
with development and operational issues, while the second discussed the actual project
screening. This final report combines material from both draft reports, and extends to
include a discussion of the comments received during training, the follow-up seminar and
subsequent meetings. This final report meets all of the stated requirements of this project's
mandate. (In addition to the two draft reports and one final report, the AECB received a
manual for SCREENER and training documentation.)
This report provides an overview of expert systems and their application to environmental
assessment, and then focusses on SCREENER specifically. It describes the system's
knowledge base, explaining how knowledge is captured and then translated into a multitude
of "rules". The report discusses changes made to the system for this project and the
development of the Port Hope environmental setting. Finally, the results of a sample project
screening based on Cameco's Port Hope site are presented. This consists, very simply, of an
example of the information that SCREENER can provide with some related descriptive text
which discusses the information further. Appendix 1 contains a glossary of some of the
commonly used words and phrases in this report, while the actual SCREENER report
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to produce the screening report is described in Appendix 4.
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2. EXPERT SYSTEMS IN EIA
2.1 Expert Systems
SCREENER is part of the broad family of software known as artificial intelligence and is
representative of a particular "species" of artificial intelligence software properly referred to
as an expert system. For centuries, individuals have written about machines performing
actions using an intelligence that was supposed to have been built into them. In 800 BC, the
Egyptians had a statue called Amon that picked successors to the throne and delivered the
occasional speech. The local priest was conspicuously absent for every pronouncement of
this hollow statue! More recently, the philosophers Leibnitz and Pascal worked separately on
creating machines that could perform calculations. Each of these individuals wrote about or
produced a machine that could seemingly think for itself.
In this century, researchers have been striving to develop machines that can (or at least
appear to) think. The advent of computers ushered in a new era in the development of
artificial intelligence. Researchers surmised that the power of computers could be harnessed
to, at the very least, simulate intelligence. One of the tools proposed is an application called
an expert system.
What knowledge based or expert systems offer, to a degree, is the ability to represent
artificially the human mind at work. In attempting to replicate human intelligence, these
programs often strive to: 1) manipulate vast amounts of information; 2) offer some degree of
problem-solving capability; and 3) augment a human's ability to connect information and
concepts in non-linear ways (Bielawski and Lewand 1991, Ref III).
Expert systems are based on collections of rules constructed by codifying the experience and
expertise of a group of experts. Expert systems based upon knowledge supplied by human
experts have a number of desirable characteristics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

the ability to mimic the reasoning capability of human experts;
the ability to deal with incomplete and imprecise knowledge data;
the ability to explain and provide a rationale for conclusions;
the ability to provide alternate options for consideration;
wider distribution and access to scarce expert knowledge; and
systematic and consistent application of knowledge.

In environmental resource and management fields, expert systems have consistently proven
effective for a variety of projects. By 1989 there was already ample evidence that expert
system technology could be used successfully by a variety of users in environmental
management. By the end of the 1980's, a bibliography of 209 references was developed
showing examples of expert systems from such areas of environmental management as
environmental planning, land evaluation and water resources (Davis and Clark, 1989, Ref
111). Since then, expert systems have been successfully used to address the following
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planning, monitoring, diagnosis and instruction (Warwick et al. 1993, Ref 111). A
considerable body of literature exists today that demonstrates the broad applicability of expert
system technology to environmental management.
Basically then, an expert system contains hundreds, and in the case of SCREENER and other
advanced systems, thousands of rules. The rules that exist in an expert system have been
developed by experts in a particular disciplinary field. This process is reminiscent of the ad
hoc committee days of environmental assessment. Ad hoc committees would gather around a
table, each participant having their own expertise, to discuss the possible impacts of a
proposed project. SCREENER functions as an ad hoc committee, accessible day or night
from your computer terminal.

2.2 Applications to EIA
Environmental impact assessment requires that a considerable amount of information be
processed and analyzed. Because of this, it is imperative that the best available computer
technology be applied to systematically make use of the information. Six information
technologies: expert systems, hyper media, remote sensing, geographic information systems,
computer simulation models, and data bases have been developed to a degree of
sophistication where they can make a contribution to environmental impact assessment. Of
these, expert systems are the critical technology platform for implementing new methods for
environmental impact assessment.
The qualitative or heuristic reasoning capabilities of expert systems technology seem well
suited to many of the tasks associated with environmental impact assessment. In most cases
environmental problem solving is conceptual and can not be reduced to quantitative analysis.
Often there are many possible solutions and it is not practical to examine each one in detail.
Frequently the information available is incomplete, often subjective, and sometimes
inconsistent. Because of this, environmental impact assessment practitioners have developed
various heuristics or rules of thumb that can be incorporated into software and which become
powerful sources of information that can be easily accessed by users of environmental
assessment software technology.
Fortunately, there is a growing body of knowledge on how to conduct environmental impact
assessments and how to mitigate against significant impacts. Unfortunately, there is a critical
lack of environmental scientific expertise to help government, industry, and development
banks collect and apply this knowledge to meet the requirements of environmental legislation
and assessment guidelines. In short, few agencies possess all the necessary expertise to
conduct environmental impact assessments. When there are a large number of projects to
consider, contracting outside experts for each one is not always practical. Consequently,
environmental impact assessments may be undertaken by those lacking either sufficient
training or time to make sound decisions. The results can be poor or inconsistent decision
making, and inconsistent documentation of the rationale for decisions.
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inconsistent quality of environmental impact assessments.

2.3 Examples of Expert Systems in EIA
There are a growing number of applications of expert systems to environmental impact
assessment. In Canada, SCREENER has been implemented at about forty sites within
Canadian government departments. Based on information about project activities and the
environmental setting, SCREENER conducts an analysis of potential impacts. Based on the
results of its impact analysis, SCREENER assigns a screening code (1 - no impact; 2 insignificant impacts; 3 - mitigable impacts; 4 - unknown impacts; 5 - significant impact) to
the proposed project. Based on the screening code, SCREENER recommends the level of
environmental impact assessment required for the project. SCREENER also provides the
user with suggested mitigation measures to help prevent or reduce environmental impacts.
The Mekong Secretariat in Bangkok developed an expert system for environmental screening
called MEXSES. MEXSES is designed for early assessment and screening of projects. It
allows for evaluation of a project in terms of its potential environmental impacts at any early
stage, with a minimum of project specific information. The prototype draws on extensive
knowledge and databases on project characteristics based on generic profiles and a hierarcliial
classification scheme. The current version of MEXSES is an operational prototype. The
prototype's knowledge base is limited to a few examples of checklists and rules for one
problem class (i.e. Dams and Reservoirs).
The Asian Development Bank is in the process of developing an expert system for selection ?
of the appropriate emission control equipment for coal-fired power plants. The system will
use a database and will prescribe the best possible selection of a pollution control system for
a specific coal-fired power plant. The system will recommend pollution control systems
meeting prevailing air quality and emission standards. The system will make its
recommendations based on: coal type, boiler design, combustion systems, operating methods,
merits and shortcomings of various affordable and reliable stack gas cleaning systems. The
system will also provide information on the overall environmental impact on ambient air
quality of an emission control strategy.
Gray and Stokoe (1988, Ref IAI) reviewed a number of expert systems and decision support
tools in environmental assessment and natural resource management. They found a small
number of examples of systems applied specifically to environmental impact assessment,
however they found a larger number of systems applied to natural resources management.
These latter included systems for forestry, hazardous wastes, risk assessment, weather
forecasting and a number for specialized applications that were difficult to categorize.
Page's (1989, Ref 161) comparative analysis of environmental expert systems in Canada and
the then Federal Republic of Germany also revealed a small number of applications
specifically directed to environmental impact assessment. He too found a number of systems
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either in a prototype or demonstration stage.
2.3.1 Specific Examples to the Nuclear Industry
As mentioned, expert system methodology is widely applicable to a myriad of applications,
including environmental management in general and environmental assessment in particular.
Despite SCREENER's broad exposure to many different legislative frameworks, project
types, and geographical regions across the globe, the software, to our knowledge, has never
been applied to the nuclear industry. Certainly there have, until now, been no knowledge
base modification exercises completed by ESSA in this regard.
Of the various expert systems that exist world wide, most have never left the academic
drawing board. There is only one expert system that we are aware of that has been applied
to the nuclear industry. IMPACT was developed by the Westinghouse Savannah River
Company (Loehle and Osteen, 1990, Ref I SI; Geraghty, 1992, Ref /3/) 1 . There are no other
records in the available literature of an expert system being applied to the nuclear industry
for the purpose of suggesting possible impacts on the environment as a result of some
proposed project.
The IMPACT
this project to
The following
weaknesses.

system differs from SCREENER in a number of ways and it is important to
examine each product and provide a brief contrast analysis of the two systems.
examination looks at the IMPACT system and discusses its strengthens and
SCREENER will be analyzed later in this section of the report.

IMPACT is structured around a Geographical Information System data entry system. *
Although simplified, this process still requires data to be digitized and characterized for use
by the system. Objects within the project site boundaries are identified by digitizing a circle
which represents the environmental component of concern (ie: archaeological sites). Impacts
are suggested based on whether an activity occurs within either the circle representing the
component or within the circle used to represent the zone of influence of that component.
The user, once the data has been entered, can produce a report which outlines the three
decision codes that can be rendered by this system: none, impact possible, and severe impact
likely.
The initial data entry procedure for IMPACT provides a relatively simple method for data
entry, provided the user has access to digitizing equipment. It is difficult to imagine that all
environmental components could be accurately identified by a circle. A habitat range for a
pack of wolves that is confined to a fluvial valley floor would not be accurately represented
by a circle because of the linear nature of the valley. Any object that defies the circular

'IMPACT was developed under Contract No. DE-AC09-88SR18035 with the United States
Department of Energy.
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be accurately identified. These objects could be represented by single lines but the zone of
influence must be identified as a polygon, a function which IMPACT is not capable of
performing.
Reporting in IMPACT is rather basic. In a proposed project where a building is to be
located at the project site, the system has considered the potential impact on wells, for
example. There is a well, number 905-71G, located nearby the project site. The results of
the analysis simply state that "well number 905-71G may be affected by" the proposed
building and indicate the geographical location of the identified well (Loehle and Osteen,
1990). There seems to be no rationale describing why the impact was identified. Is there
one particular project activity during the construction of the proposed building that may have
some effect on the well? Or do all aspects of this building construction affect the well in
question? There is no opportunity for the user to evaluate the response from the system to
determine why an impact has been identified. The user is thus prohibited from exploring
alternatives.
The decision codes offered by IMPACT are restricted to the three possible outcomes
identified above. There is no opportunity to generate decision codes that would identify
uncertainty, low impacts or impacts related to secondary effects on the environment.
Uncertainty is a pillar of environmental assessment. It is often not possible to understand all
the inter-relationships between environmental components and an activity. For this reason
one of the acceptable outcomes of a screening process is to refer the environmental
assessment to further study. SCREENER has the capability of proceeding with the analysis,
despite the presence of unknowns, and determines as completely as possible the calculations
necessary to determine the potential for impacts. When information is incomplete,
'
SCREENER indicates the potential impact and indicates also, what data is missing in order
to complete the calculation of that impact.
Distinguishing between high and low potential for impacts is equally important. Often there
are situations where a proposed activity will have an impact on an environmental component
yet the impact severity will be substantially less or the potential for the impact is small. Low
impacts can be identified where most but not all the preconditions for a impact are present or
when the preconditions have been met but the magnitude of the impact is relatively small.
Finally, IMPACT seems to have no means of addressing the issue of secondary impacts.
The identification of these impacts is crucial to the EIA process as it is often these impacts
that are overlooked. A secondary impact occurs when there is an impact on a second
environmental component because of an initial impact on a separate environmental
component. If, for example, a project impacts the soil where there are crops growing, the
primary impact may be on the soil while the secondary impact is on the crops that have a
functional linkage to the soil. Another example would be if a project affects the quality of a
river, thereby causing a secondary impact on the animals that live in the water. For the sake
of comparison, SCREENER has the ability to determine both low and secondary impacts.
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training course, and is further detailed in the User's Manual.
IMPACT provides an example of an elementary application of expert system theory to the
issues faced at this particular nuclear site. The project shows that expert system
methodology can be applied, not surprisingly given the broad application of expert systems,
to this field. While interesting, the design of IMPACT limits the development of many sites.
Each site must be developed independently and at present only one system has been
developed for the Savannah River site. A cursory exploration of this system indicates that
the system fails to meet many of the basic elements of the assessment process thereby
imposing unnecessary limitation on the evaluation of projects on a site's environment.

2.4 SCREENER Overview
ESSA has spent the past seven years developing SCREENER, a computerized expert system
for environmental assessment. The system consists of the following software elements: an
installation module, appropriately called, INSTALL; an assessment module, SCREENER; an
environmental inventory editor, ENVED; a system customization module, SCR_UTIL; and,
a knowledge base editor, KBE. The system uses information in its knowledge base and
information supplied by the user to assess and identify potential environmental concerns.
Using these results, the system produces reports. The software is flexible and as such can be
customized to suit the needs of a variety of assessment requirements.
Many agencies are required to assess new project proposals and on-going operations for
potential environmental effects. Typically, environmental assessment guidelines require a
multi-step process that begins with an initial assessment. Initial assessment decisions are
made on the basis of existing information about the proposed projects and the environment
where the projects will take place. They also involve determining the potential for adverse
effects, the degree of uncertainty about those effects, and the use and effectiveness of impact
mitigation measures included in the project proposal. The assessment results also determine
the nature and degree of further study required, as well as the monitoring needs associated
with the project.
ESSA developed the SCREENER system to address the above requirements and four major
shortcomings in environmental assessment methodologies. These problems have been
identified as follows:
•

a lack of sufficiently detailed environmental knowledge and expertise about each
project site;

•

a lack of resources to address the screening and assessment requirements of all
projects;
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•

a lack of consistency among individuals and agencies in arriving at screening
decisions; and

•

a lack of consistency in documenting the background to, and rationale for
screening decisions.

SCREENER systematically guides the user through a series of steps from describing the
nature of the proposed project through to selecting the final report format. To help the user
arrive at a final screening decision for the proposed project, SCREENER makes use of a
knowledge base comprised of thousands of rules that describe the connections between
project activities, their potential impacts on specific biophysical, social, economic, and
cultural features of the environment, and available mitigation options.
A variety of report formats can be generated to document the screening decision, and the
detailed basis for that decision. Each assessment session is stored for later retrieval and
review (including possible re-assessment). In addition, a record is kept of the decision and is
maintained in a "registry" database for use with dBase ni-l-/TV™'2 or compatible software
(e.g. FoxPro™)3.

2.5 SCREENER's Specific Application to EIA
The SCREENER product line was developed to address the many needs and issues that are
confronted by environmental managers and assessment practitioners. Recognizing that not all
managers have the same environmental assessment and management needs and priorities,
ESSA developed SCREENER to be flexible enough to be used for many different layers of
the environmental assessment process and environmental management.
SCREENER has been used in many different capacities, as described below.
Initial Assessment and Screening
The SCREENER product line provides a powerful initial assessment tool that can be used to
identify the nature, location, extent and severity of environmental impacts that are generated
by project activities and on-going operations. Once the impacts have been defined, the
*
environmental assessment practitioner and manager can use the software to explore how to
mitigate the identified impacts using currently acceptable technology and procedures.
Finally, the system allows the user to select the level of disclosure of the initial assessment
through a variety of reports and databases.

2

dBase ID + and dBase IV are trademarks of Borland Internation

3

FoxPro is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation
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Not only can SCREENER be used in the early initial assessment and screening phase of a
project, but it has also been successfully used as a decision support tool to assist
environmental managers in the preparation of detailed environmental assessments. The
software's greatest asset in this application is that it standardizes the assessment and provides
a rigorous framework, ensuring that the manager or assessment practitioner asks the right
questions at the right time.
Public Consultation
Many people in the community see environmental assessment as a "black box" of confusing
processes and questions. The SCREENER product line gives the public an opportunity to
look inside the assessment process and understand how and why decisions were made. This
is valuable for all organizations that are accountable to the public or to regulatory and
funding agencies. Environmental managers can use the software to explain the assessment
decision-making process for projects of concern to special interest groups and members of
the public. This type of mediation is becoming more and more important throughout the
world.

Training
SCREENER's user-friendly interface provides assessment practitioners and managers with a
standardized and consistent approach to environmental assessment, and enables them to
access the wealth of intelligence in the knowledge base. These attributes of the system have
made it a valuable training tool for users around the world who have a diverse range of skills
and abilities.
Environmental

Inventory

Through SCREENER products, bio-physical, social, economic and cultural inventories can
be quickly and effectively generated. Most importantly, the software ensures that all relevant
inventory data has been considered by the user, stores the information in a logical format,
and provides mechanisms for quick retrieval of relevant pieces of the inventory when
required. SCREENER's organized electronic environmental inventory is highly efficient
when compared to the confused mounds of inventory reports and documentation that often
accompany environmental assessments and screenings.
Terms Of Reference
As the environmental practitioner or manager moves through an assessment using
SCREENER, the system highlights information gaps, uncertainties and critical issues in a
very organized and specific way. These information needs can define the further research
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basis upon which the terms of reference should be prepared to gather the required data.
Decision support tools such as the SCREENER line of products are valuable in assisting
users in narrowing down a great many issues to the specific critical, or core concerns, that
must be addressed through further study.
Knowledge Updating
Knowledge about how projects impact the environment is never static. It is dynamic, in that
our understanding and interpretation is always changing. Central reservoirs of current
knowledge, such as SCREENER's knowledge base, provide an opportunity for organizations
to make the "State of Science" available to all members of the organization. This ensures all
environmental impact assessment practitioners are utilizing the most current and up-to-date
impact assessment knowledge, and are accessing and applying it an a consistent and
standardized way.
Knowledge Transfer
Many organizations are faced with the problem of staff with key experience and knowledge
leaving their positions. This staff turnover means that all the knowledge (corporate memory)
collected by that individual is lost. However, if the experience of these individuals is
maintained in the SCREENER knowledge base, it is still accessible and usable by the
organization. Knowledge is not lost, but rather is maintained and added to.
Similarly, the SCREENER knowledge base has been used in developing countries in the
South Pacific and Southeast Asia as a vehicle for funding and development agencies to
provide a readily available and easily accessible source of information about how projects
lead to environmental and socio-economic impacts to users of assorted skills, backgrounds
and abilities. The SCREENER product line, through this approach, builds capacity to
conduct credible and relevant assessments using the proven decision-making protocols and
processes inherent in the software.
Planning and Management
By taking advantage of all of the above uses of the SCREENER system, an organization can
integrate the software into their environmental management structure and gain a decision
support tool that will assist in most facets of environmental assessment and management.
Finally, the tool has gained support as a scenario-gaming system through which users can
estimate the location and extent of environmental impacts for a range of proposals with
different combinations of activities and processes. This will give the manager information
about which proposal has the most environmentally benign impacts.
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3. KNOWLEDGE BASE DESCRIPTION
3.1 Defining A Knowledge Base
Expert systems use a set of rules which govern how the software will analyze the data it
receives from the user. These rules are referred to as the knowledge base; they describe the
heuristics associated with a particular domain (in this case, environmental impact
assessment). The rule base allows the user to structure the knowledge from a particular
domain in a manner which can be utilized by computer code. Basically then, the knowledge
base is a formalized structure of the concepts, facts, issues, and strategies that an
environmental assessment practitioner would use when screening a project for potential
impacts.

3.2 A Description of SCREENER's Knowledge Base
The knowledge base in SCREENER is comprised of two sets of rules: impact and mitigation
rules. Impact rules determine the likely impacts of a project given the various environmental
(biophysical, economic, social and cultural) conditions at a site. The mitigation rules
determine what possible actions can be performed to help mitigate against the impacts
identified by the system.

3.3 The Parts of SCREENER's Knowledge Base
The following sections outline the seven sets of information that together comprises the
knowledge base for SCREENER.
3.3.1 Activities
An activity is a distinct action that may be part of any given project, with the nature and
scope of activities varying from location to location. For example, excavation involves the
temporary or permanent removal of soil and/or rock from its natural location. The impacts
associated with this activity reflect the issues associated with erosion and the potential for
vegetation and animal habitat destruction. The magnitude of the impact will depend on the
environmental components affected by the activity and on aspects of the activity itself, such
as whether or not it involves a large volume.
In the screening section of SCREENER, the activities are grouped into project types, and the
project types are grouped into major categories or project groups to create the following
hierarchy:
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PROJECT TYPE
ACTIVITY

1

ACTIVITY

2
•«

ACTIVITY

n

There are seven project groups: site preparation, construction/maintenance, materials
handling, human/vehicle use, operations, decommissioning, and special activities. The first
project group includes activities aimed at the manipulation of landforms, water, vegetation,
and animals. The second group relates to structure construction and maintenance, and shore
protection. The third refers to activities associated with the storage and transport of
materials, and waste disposal. The fourth group includes the human/vehicle use activities that
occur on land, on/in water, and in the air. The fifth group relates to operations activities that
are associated with facility operation, animal control, vegetation control, and water
management. The sixth group includes structure demolition/ abandonment, and removal and
disposal activities. The last group relates to unique or special activities that are associated
with recreation, the military, and scientific research. The user simply works with
SCREENER to navigate through the activity hierarchy to quickly and accurately develop a
list of activities that defines the project of concern.

3.3.2 Activity Characteristics
An activity characteristic is a word or phrase that provides information about the nature,
magnitude, frequency, or extent of an activity. Consider the following examples:
1.

equipment use involving heavy equipment - nature;

2.

herbicide use involving large volume/high concentration — magnitude;

3.

vehicle travel involving frequent passage — frequency; and

4.

burying over a large area — extent.
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The environmental component database defines the scope and resolution of the environmental
impacts that can be evaluated through the screening system.
An environmental component is a part of the physical, biological, social, or economic
environment that might be affected by an activity that is an element of a screened project.
Environmental components may be considered to be the resources at risk as a result of
possible project activities. These may not constitute an ecological inventory of all possible
components, but will be focused only on the particular aspects that may be adversely affected
by projects.
The environmental components are arranged as a hierarchy. The hierarchy is used during
system development to specify the impact rules and to aggregate the results of the screening
system. In the current version of the knowledge base there are eighteen classes of
environmental components at the highest level in the hierarchy: atmospheric environment,
landforms/geological resources, soils, aquatic substrates, groundwaters, surface waters,
terrestrial vegetation, terrestrial animals, aquatic vegetation, aquatic animals, ecosystems,
structures and sites, provision of community services, special land uses, people, society, and
aesthetic values.
3.3.4 Component Characteristics
A component characteristic is a word or phrase that provides information about the state or
status of an environmental component. Component characteristics are used to determine the
significance of and potential impact on a component. Component characteristics may be used
to describe the sensitivity or vulnerability of a component to an impact (e.g. pollutantsensitive, slide-prone, potentially erodible), a special status or designation (e.g.
rare/endangered, rare/unique, scientific/aesthetic value), or characteristics of the component
that indirectly increase the significance of a possible impact (e.g. pristine, low turbidity,
shallow rooting).
3.3.5 Component Linkages
Impacts on one part of the environment will often lead to predictable and significant impacts
on other parts of the environment. To address this situation SCREENER uses a series of
statements called component linkages that define how an impact on one component will lead
to an impact on another component. The linkage implies that there is a possible physical
connection between two specific components. For example, if a river becomes polluted the
fish population in that river may decrease. In the knowledge base, these potential linkages
between components are defined.
3.3.6 Impact Relations
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a component (for example, the phrase "adjacent to" in the statement "Vegetation removal
will occur adjacent to the river.").
There are five different kinds of impact relations in the knowledge base. The spatial
relations include: "on/in", "near", "in habitat of, "adjacent to", "overhead of, "within the
airshed for", "upwind of, "downwind of, "upstream of, "downstream of, "where
drainage is into", "where fluids run into", "where it discharges to", "where it mostly covers"
and "where it emits into". The temporal relations are: "coincident with", and "preceding".
A relation that incorporates both spatial and temporal concerns is: "near and coincident
with". There are two special relations which are designed to capture the magnitude of a
project activity relative to an environmental component: "large area" and "large volume".
These will be important in determining the relative significance of, for example, an activity
leading to the release of sediment into a stream or river. The final class of impact relations
is specific to zoning restrictions: "conflicts with zone designation".
3.3.7 Impact Modes

Many different activities share common mechanisms through which they impact
environmental components. An impact mode is a phrase that describes the routes or
mechanisms through which activities may impact environmental components. For example,
activities that lead to soil erosion are grouped together under the impact mode "increasing
soil erosion". Impacts grouped under the "increasing soil erosion" impact mode are
considered to be similar in how an activity will affect environmental components. Impact
modes help describe and group impacts on environmental components.

3.4 Impact Rules
3.4.1 Overview

An impact rule is a logical statement about the potential impact of an activity on a
component. The impact rule database is a composite database built up from the databases
described above. Thus the rules in the knowledge base are composed of: activities,
components, activity characteristics, component characteristics, impact relations, impact
modes, and linkages to other components or other rules. For example, consider the rule:
Rule 1 Vegetation removal will degrade or destroy habitat and adversely affect
terrestrial animals through the impact mode destroying/altering habitat.
In this rule:
•
•

"Vegetation removal" is the activity.
"Terrestrial animals" is the component.
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The phrase "will degrade or destroy habitat and adversely affect" is called the
impact description.
The phrase "destroying/altering habitat" is the impact mode.

•

In reality, this impact would not be significant in all cases. Therefore conditions are needed
to qualify the statement. For example,
Rule 2

Vegetation removal will degrade or destroy habitat and adversely affect
terrestrial animals through the impact mode destroying/altering habitat;

if,
vegetation removal occurs in the habitat of the terrestrial animals,
vegetation removal involves trees,
the removal of trees occurs over a large area, and
the trees are important for wildlife.

In this rule:
•
•
•
•
•

"In the habitat of" is an impact relation.
"Involves" is an impact relation.
"Large area" is an activity characteristic.
"Trees" is a component that is linked to the component terrestrial animals, and
which is the habitat that the terrestrial animals depend on.
"Used by terrestrial animals" is a component characteristic of trees.
v

An impact sentence is composed of an activity (the subject), an impact description (the verb
phrase), and a component (the object). If there are no conditions, then the rule statement is
simply the impact sentence. Rule statement 1 (above) is a simple impact sentence. Most
rule statements, however, are made up of an impact clause and conditional clauses. One
challenge of knowledge engineering is to express the potential impacts of activities on
environmental components using impact clauses and conditional clauses.
3.4.2 Impact Rule Logic
An impact rule states the logical conditions which must be met for a significant impact to
occur. For activity A to have a significant impact on component C, the following statements
must be true:
•

Activity A is part of the project being screened.

•

Activity A has the characteristic(s) specified in the impact rule. (There may be no
characteristics specified.)
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•

Component C is present in the environmental setting for the project.

•

Component C has the characteristic(s) specified in the impact rule. (There may
be no characteristics specified.)

•

The impact relations specified in the impact rule hold between the activity A and
the component C. (There may be no relations specified.)

•

Any linkage conditions specified in the impact rule are met. These can take
several forms (and there may be more than one of each type):
a.
b.
c.
d.

a linked impact rule must be true for the given component (this is discussed
further below);
a linked impact rule must be true for another linked component;
another linked environmental component (possibly with certain
characteristics) must be present; or
another linked environmental component with a specified impact relation to
the activity must be present.

Once all of the conditions specified in the impact rule are met for the given activity and
component pair, the screening system will come to the conclusion that there is a significant
impact.
3.4.3 Rule Types

Rules can be written at any level in the hierarchy of environmental components. Consider
the rule statements:
Rule 3 Vegetation removal will degrade or destroy habitat and adversely affect
terrestrial animals.
Rule 4 Vegetation removal will degrade or destroy habitat and adversely affect
terrestrial mammals.
In the component hierarchy, mammals are terrestrial animals. In developing rules, it is
desirable to engineer the rule at the highest level in the component hierarchy. Thus if
vegetation removal will impact all terrestrial animals, RULE 3 would be used. If the impact
is only applied to terrestrial mammals, then RULE 4 would be used. Rules written at the
highest level in the hierarchy are called general rules; rules written at the lowest level are
called specific rules.
An additional type of impact rule has been developed based on the recognition that many
different activities could result in similar impacts. For example, a wide range of project
activities could lead to contamination of surface waters, but once those waters were
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users of the aquatic animals (e.g. anglers) would be qualitatively similar. Thus rules can be
constructed which specify that ANY activity can cause a given negative impact if a linked
environmental component is affected. Therefore, to define secondary impacts it is sufficient
to state in a rule that ANY activity that affects surface water quality, for example, will lead
to secondary impacts on the fish that are linked to the surface water. (An example of a set of
linked impacts is discussed in the next section.)

3.4.4 Linkages
When one component of the environment is adversely affected, there may be an impact on
another component in the environment. For example, activities which reduce surface water
quality may affect fish which, in turn, may affect recreational fishing.
An important part of the knowledge base is the specification of the potential linkages between
environmental components. These linkages are reflected in the rules by specifying
component linkages. For example, in rule statement 2, the condition clause "trees are
important for wildlife" provides a mechanism for linking the impact on terrestrial animals to
the impact on trees.
Another mechanism for specifying component linkages comes through linked rules. For
example:
Rule 5

Vegetation removal will alter surface drainage and lead to the erosion of
soil; if vegetation removal occurs on/in the soil and if the vegetation
removal occurs over a large area in relation to the soil.

v

Rule 6

Vegetation removal will increase the turbidity of surface waters; if the
surface waters have low turbidity, vegetation removal will occur where
drainage is into the surface waters, and the impact on soil described in Rule
5 occurs.

Rule 7

Vegetation removal will decrease water quality and adversely affect local
fish populations; if the impact on surface waters in Rule 6 occurs.

By using linked rules long causal chains of impact can be constructed. These causal chains
can also be visualized as conceptual diagram(s) that illustrate the hypothesized relationships
between the environmental components.

3.5

Mitigations

The mitigation database is composed of a set of statements that represent measures designed
to prevent or reduce the potential for impact. Mitigation information is split between two
databases.
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The impact rule database. The keywords for the mitigations that will
successfully mitigate a given environmental impact are specified; and

2)

The mitigation database. Each entry in the mitigation database contains: the
keyword (code); the full name of the mitigation measure, a detailed description
of the mitigation, and the documentary sources for the mitigation measure.

3.6 An Overview of How Rules Are Fired
3.6.1 Firing an Impact Rule

In order to explore the concept of an impact rule and understand how a rule is fired or
triggered, lets assume that during an assessment, SCREENER reached a conclusion that
states: "TRUCK TRAFFIC/HAULING will increase erosion and damage TERRESTRIAL
VEGETATION by INCREASING SOIL EROSION." SCREENER was able to come to this
conclusion for the following reasons:
•
•
•
•
•

truck traffic/hauling is part of the project; and
truck traffic/hauling involves frequent passage; and
truck traffic/hauling involves an unpaved road; and
truck traffic/hauling involves a large area with respect to the terrestrial
vegetation of concern; and
the terrestrial vegetation of concern exists in the project area for which the
following is true:
there is a soil which is functionally linked to terrestrial vegetation; and
the soil is potentially erodible; and
the truck traffic/hauling occurs on the soil.

All of the preceding conditions were necessary for an impact to occur as a result of the
activity TRUCK TRAFFIC/HAULING. SCREENER is able to determine the degree to which
relevant and critical conditions are met and estimate the significance of that impact for each
project activity.
SCREENER evaluates the applicability of every rule in the knowledge base against the
following criteria. These criteria tell SCREENER whether an impact is likely to occur, and
if so, its level of significance.
•
•

activity existence. The specified activity must occur as part of the project
being screened. In the above example, TRUCK TRAFFIC/HAULING must be one
of the activities in the project.
activity characteristics. The activity must have certain characteristics (e.g. be
of a certain size, occur at a certain time, etc.). In the above example, the
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must involve FREQUENT PASSAGE and an UNPAVED

ROAD.

•

•
•

•

environmental component existence. At least one instance of the
environmental component must exist on the site. (More will be said about
components in the next section on ENVED). In the above example, specific
species of TERRESTRIAL VEGETATION were at the site.
component characteristics. A particular named component must have certain
characteristics.
relational characteristics. The activity and the particular environmental
component must be related to each other in space and time. For example, the
component may be adjacent to the activity, and/or the activity must have a
large area in relation to the component.
linkages between components. Components are "linked" together if potential
impacts on one component can impact another.

When SCREENER evaluates the information you have entered, it determines the significance
of the impact. Let's have a look at one more rule and see how SCREENER ranks the
significance of the impacts. Consider the following impact rule:
The action of BOAT USE/BOATING will lead to oil/fuel spills and contaminate SURFACE
WATERS if: the action includes a MOTORIZED CRAFT, and the activity is taking place
on the water (which is fairly obvious in this case); and, finally, the component,
surface water, has LOW CONTAMINANT LEVELS.
project activity:
activity characteristic:
relational characteristic:
environmental component:
component characteristic:

BOAT USE/BOATING
MOTORIZED CRAFT
ON/IN
SURFACE WATERS
LOW CONTAMINANT LEVELS

V

Here is an example of the calculation process used by the system to determine if an impact
exists. This example uses the information supplied above.
1.

Is there any potential for impact based on information supplied by the user
about the spatial and temporal relationship between the activity and the
component? (i.e. is the component SURFACE WATERS present, will the activity
BOAT USE/BOATING occur, and is the relational characteristic ON/IN true?)
If not, the system assigns the category NO POTENTIAL FOR IMPACT and
no further analysis is required. If yes, it moves to step 2.

2.

Based on information supplied by the user about the activity and component
characteristics, is there a high or low potential for impact? (i.e. is the boat
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MOTORIZED CRAFT
CONTAMINANT LEVELS?)

and are the surface waters characterized by

LOW

If neither or only one of the characteristics is true, then the screening decision
is LOW POTENTIAL FOR IMPACT and no further analysis is required. If
both characteristics are true, the category HIGH POTENTIAL FOR IMPACT
is assigned and the system moves to step 3.
3.

Consider which mitigation measures are selected to prevent, reduce, or
ameliorate impacts.
If there are proposed mitigation that will successfully prevent, reduce, or
ameliorate impacts, then the system will assign the category PROJECT
IMPACTS ARE MITIGABLE.

4.

In some cases the user may be unable to provide information to the system
about the nature of the activity being proposed or about the environmental
component (i.e. the user does not have information about one of the parts of
the rule.)
In these cases, the category POTENTIAL IMPACTS ARE UNCERTAIN is
assigned.

3.6.2 Firing a Mitigation Rule

Every impact rule can have a mitigation rule linked to it. This mitigation regime presents
information to the user that describes how to lessen the severity of specific impacts identified
by SCREENER. Mitigation regimes contain detailed actions that can be applied to a
proposed project to ameliorate environmental impacts.
It is also possible for the user to define his or her own unique mitigation for one or more
impacts. This is part of the flexibility that is inherent in the SCREENER system.
Looking back at the impact rule example used earlier, let's now examine how the mitigation
rules would be applied in this situation.
The rule: "Truck traffic/hauling impacts on terrestrial vegetation by increasing soil
erosion" can be mitigated by:
Mitigation Option 1
•
applying erosion control techniques, such as ditching and
berming, mulches, slope adjustment, wattling, moisture
conservation, or surface soil modification, and
•
minimizing the area affected, and
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remaining on established road right-of-ways; or

Mitigation Option 2
•
applying erosion control techniques, such as ditching and
berming, mulches, slope adjustment, wattling, moisture
conservation, or surface soil modification, and
•
limiting the maximum area uncovered and exposed at any one
time, and
•
establishing vegetation through either seeding, planting or
vegetative reproduction.
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4. KNOWLEDGE BASE DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY
4.1 The Knowledge Engineering Process
The knowledge engineering process can best be described as a set of steps where expert
knowledge is acquired using research methods and interviewing techniques. This data is then
transferred to computer code using a standardized coding strategy that maintains the integrity
of the information gathered. Coding procedures for expert systems demand strict adherence
to established definitions within the system. These definitions oblige the programmer to
follow certain system established conventions to convert information/knowledge into a format
that is readable by the software and accessible to the user. The system established
conventions are made available to the user in a user-friendly format through SCREENER's
knowledge acquisition tools.

4.2 The AECB Knowledge Base Development Process
Knowledge engineering for SCREENER involves identifying the conditions that would result
in a significant impact on the environment. The knowledge engineers identify the activity,
component, impact mode, relationship(s) and attribute(s) for each impact. This information is
recorded on rule templates and then transferred to the knowledge base using a knowledge
acquisition tool.
In the development of the knowledge base for AECB, information regarding the construction
project at Port Hope was acquired by a thorough study of the AECB documents related to the
project and by communication with AECB process staff. The templates on the following
page were used to record information.
Once the conditions for a significant impact are identified, the conditions under which the
impact would be insignificant (as opposed to there being no impact at all) were determined.
For example, would it be significant if the degree of impact were smaller? Or if the
component were less susceptible/vulnerable? The conditions for an insignificant impact
would be documented at the bottom of the rule template.
A similar approach was used to extract mitigation information. The mitigation keywords
should be written on the rule templates, and then the complete mitigation information should
be filled out on the mitigation templates. The minimum information required for mitigations
is the name or key word of the mitigation, a description of the mitigation, the reference for
the mitigation, and the activities and/or components and/or impact modes to which it applies.
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RULE TEMPLATE:

Name:

Activity:

Component:

Activity Attribute(s):

Component Attribute(s):

Impact Mode:

Relationship(s):

Site Characteristics:

Description:

MITIGATION TEMPLATE:

Name:

Mitigation Name:.

Activity:

Description:

Mode:

Component:
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5. ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY
5.1 Environmental Setting/Inventory
Building an environmental setting is a key element in conducting accurate and dependable
environmental screenings. An environmental setting is more than just an inventory of biophysical and socio-economic data for a project site. It is a carefully constructed database of
information SCREENER requires to estimate the location, magnitude, prevalence and
significance of potential impacts. The setting also provides an opportunity to create a
permanent repository of data and information about the bio-physical, social, economic and
cultural components found at the site.
SCREENER's knowledge base contains thousands of "rules" identifying the potential effect a
particular type of project activity may have on a particular type of environmental component.
During a screening, the user selects specific activities that are part of the project being
screened, selects the environmental setting in which the project will occur, and describes the
spatial and temporal relationship between the activities and components. SCREENER then
matches this project-specific information with its knowledge base and presents a set of
impacts that may occur. Both project information and the environmental setting must be as
accurate as possible to ensure the quality of the screening. For example, if rare "submerged
vegetation (macrophytes)" is growing at the project site but has not been identified as such in
the environmental setting, SCREENER cannot warn of any potential effects the project might
have on this component.
When developing environmental setting databases, a number of considerations must be taken
into account. These include:
Identifying, Naming and Grouping Environmental Components
Not everything at the site should be included in the environmental setting. For example,
introduced pest species such as the Norway rat or the Scotch broom are not components most
agencies are concerned with when conducting environmental screenings. When a component
is being considered for inclusion, there are efficient ways of naming them in the setting.
This is fairly obvious for most biological components, but many anthropogenic and socioeconomic component types are similar, and care must be taken in naming these to avoid
confusion or duplication of named components. This grouping of components can also
increase the speed and efficiency of a screening. A setting could become unmanageably
large if every species of aquatic invertebrate or terrestrial bird, for example, were listed
separately. It is for this reason that SCREENER allows environmental components to be
grouped in such a way that does not compromise the accuracy of the screening or the
integrity of the environmental inventory.
Specific information about particular components, including information on the temporal
characteristics of the component (if applicable), information on the uniqueness of the
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descriptive information for qualitative characteristics (including "acceptable limits" where
applicable) will be documented.
Identifying Component Characteristics, and "Unknowns"
For many components, SCREENER requires more information than just presence or absence;
information regarding certain characteristics and unique qualities of that component is
necessary to determine whether an impact from a project is likely. Many of these
characteristics are qualitative, and require judgement on the part of the person building the
setting. The definitions of the characteristics must, therefore, be carefully considered, and
whenever possible the rationale for assigning a characteristic "YES" (present) or "NO"
(absent) should be documented to allow other users to assess the accuracy of the setting. The
complex suite of environmental components and their characteristics requires a strong
mixture of aquatic (water quality/quantity, and biological organisms), terrestrial
(soils/substrates, vegetation, biological organisms), and engineering (site remediation,
contamination, and site characterization) expertise and/or information to properly identify
components and assign accurate characteristics in accordance with legislation, scientific
standards and appropriate protocols.
In some cases, a characteristic should be left with the status of "UNKNOWN" in a setting.
This may be appropriate for some characteristics that change over time (i.e. are true only
some of the time, such as season dependant events). Unknowns are important in identifying
information gaps and uncertainties that are associated with the setting and as such they will
be carefully recorded and documented. SCREENER Version 4.1 has been engineered to
allow the user to add appropriate annotations, references and documentation to unknown and
"not present" values.
Identifying Functional Linkages Between Environmental Components
In order for SCREENER to identify secondary and higher order impacts (e.g. the effects
contaminated water may have on fish, and consequently on anglers), components in the
setting must be "linked" according to their spatial or functional relationships in the
environment.
Defining Inventory Locations
An important step in organizing environmental settings is to divide the site into a series of
"subareas" or locations. Since not every component will cover the entire site, it makes sense
to streamline the construction of environmental settings by dividing the site into a series of
locations and only considering those components that occur in that sub-area. On sites where
there are large amounts of information over a large area, our experience is that the "subarea" technique makes it significantly easier to organize data and keep track of the
range/extent of the component and the components it is linked to.
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•

the distribution of environmental components (or specific bio-physical features).
With this method, location boundaries are determined on the basis of important
biophysical features, such as watersheds and boundaries between ecological
communities. It is important to identify areas where distributions of
environmental components change significantly. If there is a large amount of
information about the components and their spatial distribution, this method of
boundary definition is preferred. This method is also likely to be the most stable
over time, as the distribution of projects and administrative boundaries are likely
to change more quickly than will biophysical features (ie watersheds).

•

the distribution of projects that are routinely screened. This method depends on
the experience of people who have carried out previous projects, and
environmental assessments at the site in determining location boundaries. If
projects tend to occur in restricted locations, such as road corridors, then it will
be more efficient to isolate those areas for assessment purposes.

•

administratively determined boundaries. If there is little information about the
setting, then an administrative boundaries approach may be preferable, primarily
for ease of designation. This method can potentially lead to much repetition of
environmental components in each area. It is often preferable to use either of the
other two criteria as the primary basis for defining locations.

The alternatives are not mutually exclusive. For example, administrative boundaries, such as
zoning restriction, often correspond to bio-physical features. Therefore, for any given
setting, the most appropriate location boundaries will likely result from a combination of
these different alternatives. Generally, the most appropriate breakdown of the setting into
locations depends on the amount and type of available environmental information. It also
depends on the spatial distribution of projects, the patterns of human use in the setting, and if
a GIS is in use or planned for the setting.
The final division of the setting into locations will be represented and properly identified on a
setting map for the site. Also, a description of the location boundaries, and the rationale for
the boundary choices will be reported. This recording format is especially important if the
data in the environmental setting is transferred to another form, such as a GIS database.

5.2 The AECB Setting Development Process
To create the environmental setting/inventory we initiated a two stage process. First, the
baseline data was gathered; second, it was organized in preparation for entry into the
environmental database. Members of the project team have collected relevant information
from assorted reports, maps, on-going studies, interviews, and previous environmental
assessments. The information gathering process was augmented by a site visit to
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information, field information, conducting in-person interviews, and attaining a hands-on feel
for the site and the project of concern before the inventories are completed and the
operational testing has begun.
The product of this process, the environmental setting and inventory, was delivered during
the training and seminar stage. The Port Hope setting was used in the training materials for
examples and sample exercises. As with most settings, the Port Hope setting file may need
further fine tuning as it gets used. A final copy of the environmental setting, modified
slightly from the original as a result of comments received during the training, will
accompany this Final report.
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6. TRAINING COURSE
In order to meet the objectives listed in the Work Statement, ESSA designed an AECB
training course of two and a half days. The course, while flexible in nature, was structured
to give the users thorough exposure to the capabilities of SCREENER and a solid grounding
in its operational use. The normal SCREENER training course was customized for the
AECB, and drew on real rather than fictitious data. Topics covered included:
•
•

a brief review of the theory and history behind expert systems and decision
support tools;
an overview the SCREENER system and its various components;

•

a discussion of the flexibility of SCREENER application;

•

an introduction to the basic features of SCREENER (including screening of
simple projects and report generation);

•

the basic principles of creating an environmental setting and editing existing
settings; and

•

in-depth review of the Impact Analysis Menu, including mitigation strategies.

The AECB-specific hands-on exercises allowed users to work through the system and touch
on all critical aspects of using the software effectively. In using the settings produced for the
Cameco facility in Port Hope during the training exercises, the participants were able to link
the discussion about the software with a tangible site that was familiar to them.
All training materials were left with the AECB staff participating in the course. This will
permit employees to work with the SCREENER system on an on-going basis, allowing for a
continued evaluation of how the software meets AECB's needs.
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Figure 1 Aerial View of the Cameco facility in Port Hope, Ontario
The environmental setting that was created for the Cameco facility was based on information
drawn from available literature, personal interviews, and a site visit. Figure 1 is an aerial
photograph depicting the Cameco facility and part of downtown Port Hope. The setting
should be considered to be complete for the information that was available. The distinct
possibility exists that some information was not available and that there could be gaps in
some of the information used to create this setting. SCREENER's environmental setting
editor is a flexible and user friendly system that permits the user to update setting files on a
regular basis to account for new information, seasonal changes, or corrections to existing
data. In addition to supplying the AECB with this report, electronic versions of the setting
will also be provided for the AECB to manipulate and revise as they see fit.
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7.1 Locations
The first task the user must perform when developing a setting is to choose locations.
Locations, as defined by SCREENER, are discrete areas that are decided upon based on one
of the following three criteria: an assemblage of biophysical, cultural, traditional, and socioeconomic components; an area where similar, or the bulk of activities will take place; or, an
area related to
administrative
boundaries. Figure 2
simply illustrates a
closer view of the
Cameco facility. A
total of seven locations
were used to describe
this setting. These
locations are as
follows: Surrounding
Area - West of the
Ganaraska River;
Surrounding Area East of the Ganaraska
River; Cameco Fenced
Property; East Storage
Facility; West Slip;
Lake Ontario and the
Ganaraska River; and,
Figure 2 Detailed Aerial View of the Cameco Facility
the UF6 Plant. A
description of these
locations follows below.
Surrounding Area - West of the Ganaraska River
This location includes all areas outside of the Cameco facility but in the vicinity of the
Cameco property and west of the Ganaraska River.
Surrounding Area - East of the Ganaraska River
This location includes all areas outside of the Cameco facility but in the vicinity of the
Cameco property and east of the Ganaraska River.
Cameco Fenced Property
This location includes all areas of the Cameco plant that are within the fence line of the
Cameco property, west of the West Slip Channel. This area is located east of John Street.
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was closed to the public when the Cameco facility was constructed. Site drawings still refer
to it as John Street.)
East Storage Facility
This location includes the two storage buildings located east of the West slip and west of the
Ganaraska River.
West Slip
The "West Slip" location is defined simply as the area that comprises the West Slip.
Lake Ontario and Ganaraska River
The "Lake Ontario and Ganaraska River" location is defined simply as the water and aquatic
substrate that comprise these two water bodies.
UF6 Plant

The location ttUF6 Plant" is the primary location for this setting. The location is comprised
of the current cell house and the area where the proposed extension will be built. The exact
location boundaries are described as the boundary fence to the north, west and south and
John Street to the east.

7.2 Environmental Components
Component: atmosphere
Component: local air quality
Component: soil
Component: soil
Component: aquatic substrate
Component: aquifers
Component:
rivers
Component: canals
Component: lakes/reservoirs
Component: lakes/reservoirs
Component: shoreline
Component: fish
Component: aquatic birds
Component: terrestrial birds
Component: buildings
Component: buildings
Component: marine structures

NAME: Local Atmosphere/Port Hope
NAME: Port Hope Local Air Quality
NAME: Silt/Clay Topsoil - Offsite
NAME: Silty/Clay Soil - Onsite
NAME: Ganaraska/L.Ont Aq. Substrate
NAME: Local Ground water
NAME: Ganaraska River
NAME: Onsite Drainage
NAME: Lake Ontario
NAME: West Slip
NAME: Lake Ontario Shoreline
NAME: Various Fish Species
NAME: Various Aquatic Birds
NAME: Various Terrestrial Birds
NAME: Cameco Buildings
NAME: North West UF6 Plant
NAME: West Pier
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Component: roads/railways
Component: roads/railways
Component: roads/railways
Component: roads/railways
Component: bridges
Component: water system
Component: power lines
Component: power lines
Component: telephone lines
Component: pipelines
Component: oil/gas lines
Component: sewage system
Component: law enforcement
Component: law enforcement
Component: transportation access
Component: drinking water
Component: electricity
Component: gas
Component: telephone
Component: navigation
Component: parking
Component: waste disposal
Component: industrial/lab processes
Component: industrial land use
Component: residential land use
Component: recreational resource users
Component: nearby residents
Component: nearby residents
Component: general population
Component: workers
Component: employment
Component: regional economic activity

NAME: East Pier
NAME: CN and CP Rail Lines
NAME: Hayward St.
NAME: Marsh St.
NAME: Spur Railway Lines
NAME: Various Railway Bridges
NAME: Drinking Water
NAME: Above Ground Power Lines
NAME: Below Ground Power Lines
NAME: Bell Canada Telephone Lines
NAME: various. Onsite Chemical Pipelines
NAME: Natural Gas Pipelines
NAME: Sewage System Pipelines
NAME: Cameco Security Service
NAME: Local Law Enforcement
NAME: Road Access to Main Facility
NAME: Local Drinking Water
NAME: Electrical Service
NAME: Natural Gas Service
NAME: Telephone Service
NAME: Boat Navigation
NAME: Employee Parking
NAME: Conventional Waste Disposal
NAME: Cameco's Industrial Processes
NAME: Cameco Industrial Land Use
NAME: Port Hope Residential Land Use
NAME: Fishermen
NAME: West and North West Residents
NAME: East and North East Residents
NAME: Port Hope Population
NAME: Cameco Employees
NAME Employment Opportunities
NAME: Port Hope Economic Activity
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In order to perform an environmental screening, SCREENER guides the user through a
series of steps. It is during the screening steps that the user can define, among other items,
the list of activities to be performed and mitigations, if applicable. A list of the activities
chosen for this exercise is described below. A detailed description of the results are
presented in the Section 8.2 Screening Results. Also, a list of possible mitigations for this
project is provide along with a description of the mitigation measure.

8.1 List of Activities
Building/erecting
The usual construction activities involved in building or erecting any sort of structure.
Dewatering/draining
The draining of an area prior to undertaking another activity or converting the area to
another use. The establishment of artificial drainage routes or the enlarging or modification
of existing ones, usually so that water drains more easily from a given area.
Disposal of rock/aggregates/asphalt
The action of disposing of rock, aggregate material, or used asphalt. This activity
also includes the disposal of any construction wastes that are not considered to be "hazardous
materials" (defined as materials that fall into the category of dangerous goods as defined by
the Transportation of Dangerous Goods Regulations).
Earthworks (cut/fill)
The manipulation of terrain contours by excavation, grading, and landfilling or the
use of heavy equipment to smooth or level the ground to a desired or horizontal gradient.
The graded surface may subsequently be compacted.
Equipment use
The operation of any heavy (e.g. back hoes, dump trucks) or light equipment (which
includes a wide range of objects such as lawnmowers, saws, drills, etc.). Note: The use of
hand-held jack hammers falls under the activity of "blasting/drilling" rather than "equipment
use".
Excavated earth disposal/fill
The disposal of earth or other fill material that has been dug from an excavation or
burial site and will not be returned to the same site.
Excavation/borrow pit
The action of removing earth by scooping or digging out, or removing sand or gravel
from a natural source of these materials.

-37 Fencing
The construction of a fence and associated activities.
Filling/placing concrete
The activity of pouring concrete into or onto an area.
Geological sampling
Removing pieces of rock.
Grading
The use of heavy equipment to smooth or level the ground to a desired or horizontal
gradient. The graded surface may subsequently be compacted.

Hazardous material disposal
The disposal of materials that fall into the category of dangerous goods as defined by
the Transport of Dangerous Goods Regulations. This includes disposing of asbestos, as well
as disposing of materials containing PCBs (such material could include used capacitors,
florescent light ballast, and used transformer oil). This activity may lead to spills and
leakages of toxic chemicals and hydrocarbons. Note: The disposal of PCBs is controlled by
regulations under the Canadian Environmental Protection Act.
Hazardous material storage
This activity includes the storage of waste material that has potential to harm the
environment or human health, for example, material classified as dangerous materials under
the Transport of Dangerous Goods Act.
Hazardous material transport
The transporting or handling of materials that fall into the category of dangerous
goods as defined by the Transport of Dangerous Goods Regulations. This activity may lead
to spills and leakages of toxic chemicals and hydrocarbons.
Material/equipment storage
The storage of materials and/or equipment. This does not include hazardous
materials, or stockpiling of such materials as soil, sand or salt. It does include stockpiling
other raw materials.
Paving/surfacing
The action of placing a relatively impervious layer on the ground, usually to facilitate
vehicle movement. This activity may involve operation of an asphalt plant.
Placing subgrade material
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etc. or aquatic structures such as containment facilities and breakwaters. This includes the
actual placement as well as any compacting which may be required.
Renovation
The alteration of existing structures, which usually involves some degree of
construction. If the plans include sandblasting, painting, paint removal, cleaning or
hazardous materials use then these activities should also be selected. If the renovation
activities also involve the demolition of part of the structure and/or asbestos removal, then
the activity of "demolition" should also be selected. This activity may also involve the
activity of "equipment use".
Surveying
The action of mapping and describing the geometric properties of the surface of the
earth in quantitative terms. If this involves vegetation removal, then this activity should also
be selected.
Truck traffic/hauling
The use of heavy trucks, which may also be hauling other heavy equipment, materials
or earth to and from the site.
Vehicle travel
The operation of any sort of motorized vehicle. This includes automobiles,
motorcycles and ATV's. The use of heavy equipment is covered under "equipment use".
Movement of trucks on existing roads is covered under "truck traffic/hauling".

8.2 Screening Results
8.2.1 Detailed Screening Results
Altering Man Made Structures - > Structures/sites (High Potential Overall)
Activity ^RENOVATION
A potential impact of this project is: renovation will disturb/alter the following
structures/sites:
• North West UF6 Plant (buildings)
by altering man made structures.
This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
• renovation will occur on/in the structures/sites listed above.
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Activity =DEWATERING/DRAINING
A potential impact of this project is: dewatering/draining will reduce stormwater storage &
alter the flow regime of the following surface waters:
• Onsite Drainage (canals)
by altering surface water flows.
This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• dewatering/draining does not involve a large area with respect to the surface
waters listed above.
• the surface waters listed above is/are not low flow/flushing rate
Activity =FILLING/PLACING CONCRETE
A potential impact of this project is: filling/placing concrete will increase the runoff altering
the levels of the following surface waters:
• Onsite Drainage (canals)
by altering surface water flows.
This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• filling/placing concrete does not involve a large volume with respect to the surface
waters listed above.
• the surface waters listed above is/are not low flow/flushing rates.
Activity =PAMNG/SURFACING
A potential impact of this project is: paving/surfacing will alter the flow regime of the
following surface waters:
• Onsite Drainage (canals)
by altering surface water flows.
This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• paving/surfacing does not involve a large area with respect to the surface waters
listed above.
• the surface waters listed above is/are not low flow/flushing rates.

Impacting Services - > Services (High Potential Overall)
SECONDARY IMPACTS
A potential impact of this project is: one or more activities will adversely affect the following
services:
• Local Emergency Response (emergency response)
by impacting services.
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•

Road Access to Main Facility (transportation access) - > Local Emergency
Response

Impacting Soils - > Ground waters (High Potential Overall)
SECONDARY IMPACTS
A potential impact of this project is: one or more activities will adversely affect the following
Ground waters:
• Local Ground water (aquifers)
by impacting soils.
Linkages which affect the components:
• Silty/Clay. Soil - Onsite (soil) - > Local Ground water

Impacting Soils - > Surface Waters (High Potential Overall)
SECONDARY IMPACTS
A potential impact of this project is: one or more activities will adversely affect the following
surface waters:
• Onsite Drainage (canals)
v
by impacting soils.
Linkages which affect the components:
• Silty/Clay Soil - Onsite (soil) - > Onsite Drainage

Impacting Structures/sites - > People (High Potential Overall)
SECONDARY IMPACTS
A potential impact of this project is: one or more activities will adversely affect the following
people:
• Cameco Employees (workers)
by impacting structures/sites.
Linkages which affect the components:
• Local Emergency Response (emergency response) - > Cameco Employees
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Increasing Dust - > Atmospheric Environment (Low Potential Overall)
Activity=TRVCK TRAFFIC/HAULING
A potential impact of this project is: truck traffic/hauling will cause dust and adversely affect
the following atmospheric environment:
• Port Hope Local Air Quality (local air quality)
by increasing dust.
This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• the atmospheric environment listed above is/are not low pollutant

levels.

Increasing Dust - > People (Low Potential Overall)
Activity =EXCAVATION/BORROW PIT
A potential impact of this project is: excavation/borrow pit will create dust pollution and
adversely affect the following people:
• Cameco Employees (workers)
by increasing dust.
This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• excavation/borrow pit does not involve a large area with respect
listed above.

to the people

Increasing Noise Levels - > People (High Potential Overall)
Activity = TRUCK TRAFFIC/HAULING
A potential impact of this project is: truck traffic/hauling will produce noise that will disturb
the following people:
• Cameco Employees (workers)
by increasing noise levels.
This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
• truck traffic/hauling involves high noise level and frequent passage.
• truck traffic/hauling will occur near and coincident with the people listed above.
Activity ^RENOVATION
A potential impact of this project is: renovation will produce noise that will disturb the
following people:
• Cameco Employees (workers)
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This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• renovation is/are not high noise level.
Activity = VEH1CLE TRAVEL
A potential impact of this project is: vehicle travel will produce noise that will disturb the
following people:
• Cameco Employees (workers)
by increasing noise levels.
This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• vehicle travel is/are not high noise level.

Increasing Silt/sediment - > Surface Waters (Low Potential Overall)
Activity ^DISPOSAL OF ROCK/AGGR./ASPHALT
A potential impact of this project is: disposal of rock/aggr./asphalt will lead to siltation of the
following surface waters:
• Onsite Drainage (canals)
by increasing silt/sediment.
This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• disposal of rock/aggr./asphalt does not involve a large volume with respect to the
surface waters listed above.
• the surface waters listed above is/are not low turbidity.
Activity = EXCAVATED EARTH DISPOSAL/FILL
A potential impact of this project is: excavated earth disposal/fill will, through erosion, cause
siltation of the following surface waters:
• Onsite Drainage (canals)
by increasing silt/sediment.
This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• excavated earth disposal/fill does not involve a large area with respect to the
surface waters listed above.
• the surface waters listed above is/are not low turbidity.
Activity =EXCAVATION/BORROW
PIT
A potential impact of this project is: excavation/borrow pit will promote soil erosion and
increase siltation of the following surface waters:
• Onsite Drainage (canals)
by increasing silt/sediment.
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• excavation/borrow pit does not involve a large area with respect to the surface
waters listed above.
• the surface waters listed above is/are not low turbidity.
Activity=GRADING
A potential impact of this project is: grading will promote erosion and increase siltation of
the following surface waters:
• Onsite Drainage (canals)
by increasing silt/sediment.
This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• grading does not involve a large area with respect to the surface waters listed
above.
• the surface waters listed above is/are not low turbidity.
Activity = EQUIPMENT USE
A potential impact of this project is: equipment use will promote soil erosion and increase
siltation of the following surface waters:
• Onsite Drainage (canals)
by increasing silt/sediment.
This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• the surface waters listed above is/are not low turbidity.
Activity = VEHICLE TRAVEL
A potential impact of this project is: vehicle travel will increase erosion and cause siltation of
the following surface waters:
• Onsite Drainage (canals)
by increasing silt/sediment.
This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• the surface waters listed above is/are not low turbidity.

Increasing Soil Erosion - > Surface Waters (Low Potential Overall)
Activity =EARTHWORKS (CUT/FILL)
A potential impact of this project is: earthworks (cut/fill) will, through erosion, increase
siltation and degrade the following surface waters:
• Onsite Drainage (canals)
by increasing soil erosion.
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• earthworks (cut/fill) does not involve a large area with respect to the surface
waters listed above.
• the surface waters listed above is/are not low turbidity.

Obstructing Human Movement - > Services (High Potential Overall)
Activity = TRUCK TRAFFIC/HAULING
A potential impact of this project is: truck traffic/hauling will interfere with the following
services:
• Road Access to Main Facility (transportation access)
by obstructing human movement.
This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
• truck traffic/hauling will occur on/in the services listed above.

Obstructing Human Movement - > Structures/sites (High Potential Overall)
Activity ^EQUIPMENT USE
A potential impact of this project is: equipment use will lead to temporary closures of the
following structures/sites:
• Spur Railway Lines (roads/railways)
v
by obstructing human movement.
This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
• equipment use involves frequent passage.
• equipment use will occur adjacent to the structures/sites listed above.

Releasing Pollutants Into Air - > Atmospheric Environment (High Potential
Overall)
Activity =PAVING/SURFACING
A potential impact of this project is: paving/surfacing will degrade the following atmospheric
environment:
• Port Hope Local Air Quality (local air quality)
by releasing pollutants into air.
This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
• paving/surfacing involves asphalting/concreting.
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A potential impact of this project is: equipment use will create exhaust fumes and degrade
the following atmospheric environment:
• Port Hope Local Air Quality (local air quality)
by releasing pollutants into air.
This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• the atmospheric environment listed above is/are not low pollutant levels.
Activity = FILLING/PLACING CONCRETE
A potential impact of this project is: filling/placing concrete will produce emissions that will
pollute the following atmospheric environment:
• Port Hope Local Air Quality (local air quality)
by releasing pollutants into air.
This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• the atmospheric environment listed above is/are not low pollutant levels.
Activity = TRUCK TRAFFIC/HAULING
A potential impact of this project is: truck traffic/hauling will pollute the following
atmospheric environment:
• Local Atmosphere/Port Hope (atmosphere)
by releasing pollutants into air.
This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• the atmospheric environment listed above is/are not low pollutant levels.
Activity ^VEHICLE TRAVEL
A potential impact of this project is: vehicle travel will degrade the following atmospheric
environment:
• Port Hope Local Air Quality (local air quality)
by releasing pollutants into air.
This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• the atmospheric environment listed above is/are not low pollutant levels.

Releasing Pollutants Into Air - > People (High Potential Overall)
Activity = TRUCK TRAFFIC/HAULING
A potential impact of this project is: truck traffic/hauling will produce emissions that will be
unpleasant for the following people:
• Cameco Employees (workers)
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This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
• truck traffic/hauling involves frequent passage.
• truck traffic/hauling will occur near and coincident with the people listed above.
Activity = VEHICLE TRAVEL
A potential impact of this project is: vehicle travel will produce emissions that will be
unpleasant for the following people:
• Cameco Employees (workers)
by releasing pollutants into air.
This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
• vehicle travel involves frequent passage.
• vehicle travel will occur near and coincident with the people listed above.

Releasing Pollutants Into Soil - > Soils (High Potential Overall)
Activity = VEHICLE TRAVEL
A potential impact of this project is: vehicle travel will, from emissions and leakages,
contaminate the following soils:
• Silty/Clay Soil - Onsite (soil)
by releasing pollutants into soil.
This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
• vehicle travel involves frequent passage.
• vehicle travel will occur adjacent to the soils.listed above.
Activity =EXCAVATED EARTH DISPOSAL/FILL
A potential impact of this project is: excavated earth disposal/fill will degrade the quality of
the following soils:
• Silty/Clay Soil - Onsite (soil)
by releasing pollutants into soil.
This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• excavated earth disposal/fill does not involve a large volume with respect to the
soils listed above.
Activity^RENOVATION
A potential impact of this project is: renovation will spill materials that will contaminate the
following soils:
• Silty/Clay Soil - Onsite (soil)
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This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• renovation does not involve a large volume of chemicals with respect to the soils
listed above.
• the soils listed above is/are not low contaminant levels.
Activity ^HAZARDOUS MATERIAL STORAGE
A potential impact of this project is: hazardous material storage may lead to spills/leakages
which will contaminate the following soils:
• Silty/Clay Soil - Onsite (soil)
by releasing pollutants into soil.
This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• the soils listed above is/are not low contaminant levels.
Activity = TRUCK TRAFFIC/HAULING
A potential impact of this project is: truck traffic/hauling will, from emissions and leakages,
contaminate the following soils:
• Silty/Clay Soil - Onsite (soil)
by releasing pollutants into soil.
This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• the soils listed above is/are not low contaminant levels.

Releasing Pollutants Into Water - > Surface Waters (High Potential Overall)
Activity ^HAZARDOUS MATERIAL DISPOSAL
A potential impact of this project is: hazardous material disposal may lead to spills/leakages
that will poison the following surface waters:
• Onsite Drainage (canals)
by releasing pollutants into water.
This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
• hazardous material disposal involves toxic materials.
• hazardous material disposal will occur where drainage is into the surface waters
listed above.
Activity =HAZARDOUS MATERIAL TRANSPORT
A potential impact of this project is: hazardous material transport may lead to accidents and
spills/leakages that will poison the following surface waters:
• Onsite Drainage (canals)
by releasing pollutants into water.
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• hazardous material transport involves toxic materials.
• hazardous material transport will occur where fluids run into the surface waters
listed above.
Activity = EXCAVATED EARTH DISPOSAL/FILL
A potential impact of this project is: excavated earth disposal/fill will contaminate the
following surface waters:
• Onsite Drainage (canals)
by releasing pollutants into water.
This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• excavated earth disposal/fill does not involve a large volume with respect to the
surface waters listed above.
Activity =HAZARDOUS MATERIAL TRANSPORT
A potential impact of this project is: hazardous material transport may lead to accidents and
spills/leakages contaminating the following surface waters:
• Onsite Drainage (canals)
by releasing pollutants into water.
This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• hazardous material transport does not involve a large volume with respect to the
surface waters listed above.
Activity=PAVING/SURFACING
A potential impact of this project is: paving/surfacing will result in runoff contaminating the
following surface waters:
• Onsite Drainage (canals)
by releasing pollutants into water.
This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• paving/surfacing does not involve a large area with respect to the surface waters
listed above.
Activity =FILLING/PLACING
CONCRETE
A potential impact of this project is: filling/placing concrete will lead to the contamination of
the following surface waters:
• Onsite Drainage (canals)
by releasing pollutants into water.
This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• filling/placing concrete does not involve a large volume with respect to the surface
waters listed above.
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the surface waters listed above is/are not low contaminant levels.

Activity ^RENOVATION
A potential impact of this project is: renovation will spill materials that will contaminate the
following surface waters:
• Onsite Drainage (canals)
by releasing pollutants into water.
This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• renovation does not involve a large volume of chemicals with respect to the
surface waters listed above.
• the surface waters listed above is/are not low contaminant levels.
Activity =BUILDING/ERECTING
A potential impact of this project is: building/erecting will produce dust and debris which
will contaminate the following surface waters:
• Onsite Drainage (canals)
by releasing pollutants into water.
This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• the surface waters listed above is/are not low contaminant levels.
Activity =EARTHWORKS (CUT/FILL)
A potential impact of this project is: earthworks (cut/fill) will suspend contaminants that will
adversely affect the following surface waters:
• Onsite Drainage (canals)
by releasing pollutants into water.
This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• the surface waters listed above is/are not low contaminant levels.
Activity ^EQUIPMENT USE
A potential impact of this project is: equipment use will cause spills and leakages that will
degrade the following surface waters:
• Onsite Drainage (canals)
by releasing pollutants into water.
This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• the surface waters listed above is/are not low contaminant levels.
Activity ^HAZARDOUS MATERIAL DISPOSAL
A potential impact of this project is: hazardous material disposal will contaminate the
following surface waters:
• Onsite Drainage (canals)
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This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• the surface waters listed above is/are not low contaminant levels.
Activity = TRUCK TRAFFIC/HAULING
A potential impact of this project is: truck traffic/hauling will, from emissions and leakages,
contaminate runoff into the following surface waters:
• Onsite Drainage (canals)
by releasing pollutants into water.
This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• the surface waters listed above is/are not low contaminant levels.
• the surface waters listed above is/are not low flow/flushing rates.
Activity = VEHICLE TRAVEL
A potential impact of this project is: vehicle travel will, from emissions and leakages,
contaminate runoff into the following surface waters:
• Onsite Drainage (canals)
by releasing pollutants into water.
This has a LOW POTENTIAL for impact because:
• the surface waters listed above is/are not low contaminant levels.
• the surface waters listed above is/are not low flow/flushing rates.

Risking Human Health/safety - > People (High Potential Overall)
Activity=HAZARDOUS MATERIAL DISPOSAL
A potential impact of this project is: hazardous material disposal will endanger the following
people:
• Cameco Employees (workers)
by risking human health/safety.
This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
• hazardous material disposal will occur near the people listed above.
Activity ^GRADING
A potential impact of this project is: grading will create excessive dust and pose health
problems for the following people:
• Cameco Employees (workers)
by risking human health/safety.
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This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
• grading will occur near and coincident with the people listed above.
Activity=HAZARDOUS MATERIAL STORAGE
A potential impact of this project is: hazardous material storage will endanger the health of
the following people:
• Cameco Employees (workers)
by risking human health/safety.
This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
• hazardous material storage will occur near and coincident with the people listed
above.
Activity ^HAZARDOUS MATERIAL TRANSPORT
A potential impact of this project is: hazardous material transport may lead to accidents that
will endanger the following people:
• Cameco Employees (workers)
by risking human health/safety.
This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
• hazardous material transport will occur near and coincident with the people listed
above.

Risking Human Health/safety - > Services (High Potential Overall)
Activity =RENOVATION
A potential impact of this project is: renovation will increase the need for the following
services:
• Conventional Waste Disposal (waste disposal)
by risking human health/safety.
This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
• renovation involves debris produced and large operation.
8.2.2 Possible Mitigations
The following list of mitigations was generated by SCREENER to address the impacts that
are noted above in Section 8.2.1. This list was generated as a list of all possible mitigations
and, as such, not all mitigations may be possible given project constraints or the legitimacy
of the impact the mitigation is intended to ameliorate.
Mitigation:
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Description:
The maximum area uncovered and exposed at any one time should be limited. The rate of
erosion, however, varies with slope, soil type, precipitation, wind (speed, direction, and
duration), and the season. Consequently, a flexible plan for erosion and sediment control
should be initiated prior to and implemented during construction activities.
•

Components affected by the activity earthworks (cut/fill):
Onsite Drainage (canals)

•

Components affected by the activity equipment use:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

•

Components affected by the activity excavated earth disposal/Jill:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

•

Components affected by the activity grading:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

Mitigation:
Revegetating promptly.
Description:
As much landscaping and sodding as possible should occur during the construction .
phase, especially when the activity involves the alteration of ground cover. After
construction, the ground cover should be established as soon as possible to minimize the
potential for soil erosion. If excavation has occurred or a borrow pit has been dug, then the
topsoil and surface vegetation should be salvaged to replace over the borrow area.
•

Components affected by the activity earthworks (cut/fill):
Onsite Drainage (canals)

•

Components affected by the activity excavated earth disposal/fill:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

•

Components affected by the activity excavation/borrow pit:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

Mitigation:
Establishing vegetation through either seeding, planting or vegetative reproduction.
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Vegetation should be established as soon as possible, through either seeding, planting
or vegetative reproduction. Wherever possible, native species should be used in preference
to imported species.
•

Components affected by the activity disposal of rock/aggr./asphalt:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

•

Components affected by the activity earthworks (cut/fill):
Onsite Drainage (canals)

•

Components affected by the activity excavation/borrow pit:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

•

Components affected by the activity vehicle travel:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

Mitigation:
Applying erosion control techniques, such as ditching and berming, mulches, slope
adjustment, wattling, moisture conservation, or surface soil modification.
Description:
Silt catching devices may be required in drainage ditches where adjacent watercourses
are involved. Settling ponds, silt traps or other erosion control installations should be
considered where warranted. Where excavation is required, sediment catchment devices such
as silt traps or check dams should be constructed and property maintained for short-term
erosion control until long term stabilization is established. Following vegetation removal, all
trees, stumps, and tops not commercially salvageable should be chipped and spread in a
manner that will aid seed establishment and soil stabilization.
•

Components affected by the activity disposal of rock/aggr./asphalt:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

•

Components affected by the activity earthworks (cut/fill):
Onsite Drainage (canals)

•

Components affected by the activity equipment use:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

•

Components affected by the activity excavated earth disposal/fill:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

•

Components affected by the activity excavation/borrow pit:
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•

Components affected by the activity vehicle travel:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

Mitigation:
Monitoring the site.
Description:
The site should be frequently monitored for any signs of tampering or vandalism.
•

Components affected by the activity earthworks (cut/fill):
Onsite Drainage (canals)

Mitigation:
Minimizing the periods that soils are exposed.
Description:
The period that soils are exposed should be minimized, ideally less than 48 hours.
•

Components affected by the activity excavation/borrow pit:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

Mitigation:
Preserving existing tree and ground cover.
Description:
Existing tree and ground cover should be preserved to the greatest extent possible. In
areas of permafrost where bulldozing is being considered, pads should be placed on the
bulldozer blade to help preserve an insulating vegetative cover.
•

Components affected by the activity excavation/borrow pit:
Cameco Employees (workers)

Mitigation:
Directing stormwater to storage lagoons.
Description:
Stormwater should be directed to storage lagoons.
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Components affected by the activity dewatering/draining:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

•

Components affected by the activity paving/surfacing:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

Mitigation:
Ensuring that equipment complies with federal and provincial standards for emission
controls.
Description:
Proper emission controls should be installed on equipment to comply with federal and
provincial standards. Fuel burning equipment should only be operated with the fuel for
which it was designed, and at a rate within design specifications.
•

Components affected by the activity equipment use:
Port Hope Local Air Quality (local air quality)

•

Components affected by the activity filling/placing concrete:
Port Hope Local Air Quality (local air quality)

•

Components affected by the activity truck traffic/hauling:
Local Atmosphere/Port Hope (atmosphere)

•

Components affected by the activity vehicle travel:
Onsite Drainage (canals)
Port Hope Local Air Quality (local air quality)
Silty/Clay Soil - Onsite (soil)

Mitigation:
Treating haul roads to reduce dust.
Description:
Designated haul roads should be treated to reduce potential dusting of vegetation.
•

Components affected by the activity truck traffic/hauling:
Port Hope Local Air Quality (local air quality)

Mitigation:
Leaving buffer strips of undisturbed land.
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Roads, corridors and associated maintenance activities should be located to provide
a 100 to 150 m buffer strip of undisturbed land along water bodies, except at stream
crossings. Clearing or grubbing of low vegetation cover along the roadside within 100 metres
of a water crossing of adjacent watercourse should be restricted to avoid increased surface
runoff, erosion and stream siltation. In national parks, the extent of a buffer zone between
the area grubbed and the watercourse should be determined in consultation with the Warden
Service. The use of heavy equipment for these activities should not be allowed within 100
metres of any watercourse that is known to provide fish habitat. To prevent aquatic habitat
impacts relating to water temperature fluctuations and stream siltation, brush should not be
cleared for any reason along watercourses.
•

Components affected by the activity equipment use:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

•

Components affected by the activity excavated earth disposal/fill:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

•

Components affected by the activity filling/placing concrete:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

•

Components affected by the activity hazardous material disposal:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

•

Components affected by the activity paving/surfacing:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

•

Components affected by the activity truck traffic/hauling:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

Mitigation:
Restricting equipment operation to daylight operations.
Description:
To reduce the potential for disturbance of residential neighbourhoods, heavy
equipment operation should be restricted to between 7:00 am and 7:00 pm.
•

Components affected by the activity truck traffic/hauling:
Cameco Employees (workers)

•

Components affected by the activity vehicle travel:
Cameco Employees (workers)

„
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Using only approved dust control agents, under specified conditions.
Description:
Use only approved dust control agents as set out by provincial or federal environment
staff. When using calcium chloride (CaC12) for dust control, it should only be applied at
rates of spread recommended by the manufacturer or government experts. The use of calcium
chloride in flake form is in some cases preferable over liquid calcium chloride, except when
the flake material may be transported away under windy conditions. Restrict application of
calcium chloride to the road surface; avoid over spray. Application should be concentrated at
the centre and crown of the road surface. Spillage and excessive usage must be prevented to
minimize water quality and vegetation impacts. A fertilizer spreader is recommended for the
application of calcium chloride that is in flake form. Oil based substances should be avoided
for dust control.
•

Components affected by the activity vehicle travel:
Port Hope Local Air Quality (local air quality)

Mitigation:
Ensuring all equipment are equipped with appropriate dust control systems.
Description:
All equipment shall be equipped with an appropriate dust control system. If cement
and plaster are mixed at the construction site, mix materials in a central location hooding all
major points and venting the dust to a fabric filter.
•

Components affected by the activity vehicle travel:
Port Hope Local Air Quality (local air quality)

Mitigation:
Using proper fuelling procedures.
Description:
Fuelling and oil changes for construction equipment should only take place in
specified areas and under controlled conditions (i.e. within dyked areas). Care should be
exercised in the handling of fuel or dangerous fluids to minimize the potential for spills.
Fuelling or maintenance should not be carried out within 100 m of any water body. Fuel
storage facilities should be located a minimum of 100 m from any water body in an approved
area. The facility must have adequate double walled safety features or be constructed with an
impermeable dyke so that any spillage is contained. The containment volume should be at
least 110% of total fluid stored.
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Components affected by the activity vehicle travel:
Onsite Drainage (canals)
Silty/Clay Soil - Onsite (soil)

Mitigation:
Re-routing traffic to a road or more stable area, or forbidding traffic.
Description:
Traffic should be either re-routed to a more stable and less vulnerable area, or should
be forbidden in the area.
•

Components affected by the activity vehicle travel:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

Mitigation:
Constructing dikes and berms to control runoff.
Description:
An interceptor dike can be built for erosion control. It would intercept storm run-off,
diverting it to an acceptable retention area for treatment. Filter berms can be constructed to
retain sediment on-site by retarding and filtering run-off.
•

Components affected by the activity equipment use:
Onsite Drainage (canals)
Components affected by the activity filling/placing concrete:
Onsite Drainage (canals)
Components affected by the activity vehicle travel:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

Mitigation:
Staking out or flagging the areas that might be affected.
Description:
Stakes, flagging tape and other marking measures should be used to ensure that
construction activities remain within designated areas.
•

Components affected by the activity equipment use:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

*
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Avoiding peak visitation periods, and closing roads or posting signs or warning flags.
Description:
Use of explosives or artillery is to be avoided during peak visitation periods. Roads
should be temporarily closed if there are major safety hazards to passing motorists. Where
roads cannot be closed, flag men and warning signs should be used to alert and control
traffic.
•

Components affected by the activity equipment use:
Spur Railway Lines (roads/railways)

Mitigation:
Using catchment basins and trenches for retention of spills.
Description:
Catchment basins and trenches shall be used around the periphery of aprons and
runways for retention of de-icing chemicals and fuel spills.
•

Components affected by the activity hazardous material storage:
Silty/Clay Soil - Onsite (soil)

Mitigation:
Providing contingency plans in case of leakage/spills.
Description:
If the potential for leaks/spills of toxic or contaminated substances exists, the
proponent should prepare contingency measures/plans (e.g. alternative water supply) and an
emergency team to ensure timely mitigation. Consult with waste/risk management experts
and the appropriate federal, provincial, or local agencies.
•

Components affected by the activity hazardous material storage:
Silty/Clay Soil - Onsite (soil)

Mitigation:
Ensuring proper containment facilities are in place.
Description:
Provide an emergency retention facility to collect contaminated run-off. Holding
tanks or valves connected in appropriate locations along the storm sewer could retain the spill
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the site a supply of spill containment equipment and materials such as snow fencing, straw
and booms should be readily available. An emergency plan and an emergency team should
also be available.
•

Components affected by the activity hazardous material storage:
Silty/Clay Soil - Onsite (soil)

Mitigation:
Using proper procedures for storage or handling of hazardous materials.
Description:
To avoid accidental release of hazardous materials into the environment, and to take
precaution against explosions and fire, proper procedures for storage and handling of
hazardous materials should be undertaken.
•

Components affected by the activity excavated earth disposal/fill:
Silty/Clay Soil - Onsite (soil)

•

Components affected by the activity hazardous material disposal:
Onsite Drainage (canals)
Cameco Employees (workers)

•

Components affected by the activity hazardous material storage:
Silty/Clay Soil - Onsite (soil)
Cameco Employees (workers)

Mitigation:
Returning the surplus to its source, or stockpiling it.
Description:
Aggregate material that is brought in to build up a road surface and remains as
surplus when the work is complete, will be returned to its source or stockpiled at the
maintenance compound for future use.
•

Components affected by the activity disposal of rock/aggr./asphalt:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

Mitigation:
Disposing asphalt at an approved disposal site.
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Asphalt to be removed requires sampling and analysis to determine possible lead
contamination and corresponding disposal methods. If contaminated, special measures are
required to prevent release of the lead, and the asphalt should be disposed of only at
approved disposal sites with appropriate rehabilitation measures. Contaminated asphalt
should be transported to an approved toxic waste disposal site, if such facilities are available.
Asphalt not contaminated will also only be disposed of at approved disposal sites. Under no
circumstances should the asphalt that is to be removed be disposed of along the roadside or
adjacent to the right-of-way. In national parks, approved sites should be identified in the
Maintenance Management Manual of each park.
•

Components affected by the activity disposal of rock/aggr./asphalt:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

Mitigation:
Undertaking studies to identify critical features of the Ground water regime.
Description:
Studies on the Ground water regime should be undertaken to identify critical features,
including areas potentially subject to flooding. The study should include water quality and
quantity, with the direction of flow indicated. Localized zones with high water table and
artesian flow should be avoided during construction. An assessment should be conducted to
determine the effect of lowering the water table on well-users in the area. Monitor the flow
from pumps as appropriate.
•

Components affected by the activity excavated earth disposal/fill:
Silty/Clay Soil - Onsite (soil)

Mitigation:
Locating disposal sites 100 m away from water bodies.
Description:
Earth disposal sites should be located 100 m away from water bodies at specified
locations.
•

Components affected by the activity excavated earth disposal/fill:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

Mitigation:
Constructing dikes and berms to control erosion.
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Construction of a diversion dike provides an interim measure at the top of newly
constructed slope. An interceptor dike can be built for erosion control across a grade
right-of-way that is not subject to vehicular traffic. This dike would intercept storm run-off,
diverting it to an acceptable retention area or energy dissipation area. Filter berms can be
constructed to retain sediment on-site by retarding and filtering run-off.
•

Components affected by the activity equipment use:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

•

Components affected by the activity equipment use:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

•

Components affected by the activity filling/placing concrete:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

•

Components affected by the activity vehicle travel:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

Mitigation:
Using proper procedures for coffer dams.
Description:
Excavation for the piers, footings, and abutments should be conducted in such a
manner as to keep the work area separated from the flowing stream or water bodies. A »
coffer dam may be used to separate the work area from the flowing stream but should be
limited to one side of the river at a time. Excavated materials should not be allowed to enter
the stream. Care must be taken during removal of coffer dams to prevent coffer dam
material from washing into the stream. Ensure that excavations are filled to prevent fish
being trapped during low stages.
•

Components affected by the activity building/erecting:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

Mitigation:
Using alternative materials to concrete.
Description:
If suitable alternative materials are available, they may have a smaller environmental
impact than concrete.
•

Components affected by the activity filling/placing concrete:
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Mitigation:
Using proper waste disposal procedures.
Description:
Dispose of all waste materials (including hazardous materials), containers, cleaning
agents, or waste fluids, etc., associated with vehicle or equipment maintenance, in
conformance with applicable regulations. In national parks, this will be outside the park
boundary. Grey water generated during cleaning of cement mixers is to be disposed of as
directed by the engineer or project manager. In national parks, all garbage must be stored
and handled in conformance with National Park Garbage Regulations. Elsewhere, relevant
federal and provincial regulations must be followed. Maintain the site in a tidy condition,
free from accumulation of waste products, debris, and litter.
Components affected by the activity filling/placing concrete:
Onsite Drainage (canals)
Mitigation:
Collecting and treating runoff.
Description:
Runoff from paved areas or areas used for industrial activity that may contain
contaminants should be collected and treated to reduce acidity or toxicity, before being
released to surface waters.
Components affected by the activity paving/surfacing:
(canals,)
Onsite Drainage (canals)
Components affected by the activity renovation:
Onsite Drainage (canals)
Silty/Clay Soil - Onsite (soil)
Mitigation:
Properly timing the seal coating with respect to dry weather conditions.
Description:
To avoid poor bonding of the seal coat which can lead to surface runoff and water
pollution, the operation should not be undertaken immediately prior to (within 24 hours of)
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coating should be applied only on dry road surfaces.
•

Components affected by the activity paving/surfacing:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

Mitigation:
Crowning the road surface.
Description:
Grading should be conducted to provide appropriate surface runoff, i.e. crowning of
the road surface by returning loose materials from the edges to the centre of the roadway.
•

Components affected by the activity grading:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

Mitigation:
Limiting grading to gravelled road surface.
Description:
Limit grading to the gravelled road surface to prevent extension beyond the travelled
portion of the roadway to shoulders and into ditches.
•

Components affected by the activity grading:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

Mitigation:
Not pushing or dumping fill into water bodies.
Description:
Do not push or dump any type of fill into streams.
•

Components affected by the activity grading:
Onsite Drainage (canals)

Mitigation:
Providing a dumpsite which produces minimal noise/odour related impacts.
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Impacts related to noise/odour production from containment facilities can be mitigated
by implementing as many of the applicable following measures as possible. They include
locating the facility away from residential and recreational areas; reducing exposed disposal
area and providing final cover and landscaping as cell reaches capacity; compliance of onsite
equipment, boat and barge exhaust systems with emissions regulations; scheduling
construction/operation so as to minimize impacts on adjacent residents and recreational users
(e.g. operation of facility to be restricted to weekdays between 7:00 am to 6:00 pm);
minimizing operation of equipment; and utilizing sound barriers whenever possible. The user
should record which of the above measures have been selected.
•

Components affected by the activity renovation:
Cameco Employees (workers)
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9. RECOMMENDATIONS AND OUTSTANDING ISSUES
Software development at ESSA is driven by a corporate philosophy that dictates that we must
look for ways for our products to work for the user and not have the user work for the
product. It is our responsibility to work with the client through a pilot test project to identify
the specific needs and application potential of SCREENER and Calyx to meet AECB's
specific needs. Calyx represents the new generation of environmental assessment tools from
ESSA software. As a result of what has been learned by AECB and ESSA through the work
conducted at Cameco's Port Hope facility, ESSA is now in a position to make
recommendations about how to incorporate AECB's unique environmental assessment and
management needs into a customized version of SCREENER, and how to integrate the
software into AECB's environmental management framework.
Comments received during the SCREENER training and final de-briefing seminar, as well as
suggestions for implementation of the software, are included in this section. The next step
recommendations have been defined by user feedback during the training, seminar and wrapup meetings. They have been kept fairly general, as a specific proposal outlining options and
costing for the next phase of the SCREENER/Calyx implementation will follow under
separate cover. It should be noted that under this contract, the AECB has been provided, free
of charge, with a copy of Calyx.
During the user training, the follow-up seminar, and subsequent meetings, it became
apparent that there is sufficient interest in the software to warrant a second phase of
evaluation. Staff commented on the advantages of having proponents (licensees) using a
system that the AECB was familiar with. Not only did they appreciate the consistency that
would result, they also saw the potential for being able to conduct audits using a master *
knowledge base. Reference was also made to the fact that assessments should be done, even
when not required under CEAA, simply as a matter of good environmental practice.
Based on the feed-back received, a second phase should incorporate or address a number of
issues which were raised. These are detailed below.
1.

The modification of the current legal and regulatory lists to more closely respond to
AECB's needs: This modification will require the AECB to furnish ESSA with the
federal legislation/lists it would like to see incorporated into the system. It was noted
that staff often have a hard time determining just what falls into the definition of a
"project" under the CEAA. Additionally, the exact meaning or intention of law list
items is occasionally unclear to project managers. To address these problems, it is
suggested that legal interpretations also be included in the classification list
modifications. Once the initial changes have been made, AECB staff will be able to
modify the lists and their descriptions as required.
There was initially some interest expressed in incorporating provincial legislation into
the classification lists, although this was ultimately deemed to be too onerous given
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make better sense to incorporate a box on one of the registration screens so the user
can reference appropriate provincial requirements and/or guidelines. This would
ensure that a notation appears both in the screening file and on the reports that get
generated.
2.

The development of sector-specific knowledge bases: AECB staff is keen on the
possibility of using knowledge bases specific to different sectors for which it has
responsibility. It has also made it clear to ESSA staff that, in as much as is possible,
it wishes to be able to maintain and revise the different knowledge bases itself,
thereby reducing the need for ESSA's ongoing involvement. This latter concern is
easily addressable, providing that one person or group of people is designated
responsible, and that they undergo ESSA's intensive week-long knowledge
engineering training course.
In terms of the sector-specific knowledge bases, two sites/sectors were suggested for
inclusion for the next phase of evaluation. The first of these was the mining sector,
for which a site in Saskatchewan would be chosen (likely Rabbit Lake); the second
would be the facility operations/management sector, for which the Cameco Port Hope
site could be used. ESSA will be able to draw on some mining-related knowledge it
has already developed through other contracts, however this would need to be further
developed in conjunction with the Uranium Facilities Division.

3.

The ability of Calyx to link to other software tools and quantitative models-. There
was interest in the ability of the system to hook the user into other tools which would j
help further quantify AECB's particular impacts. However, given the complexity of
AECB's quantitative predictive models and Quality Assurance (QA) programs, it was
deemed unfeasible at this point in the evaluation to consider linking Calyx to AECB's
models. The compromise is for Calyx to provide the user with a list of potential
models from which he or she could select one or more appropriate models to consider
later in the assessment process based on the impacts identified by Calyx.

4.

The ability of the system to make judgement about the seriousness of impacts: During
the training, users commented that it would be beneficial if the system could somehow v
judge the seriousness of the impact. For example, impacts deriving from certain
chemicals are likely to be more serious than those deriving from other chemicals. To
a certain degree, such an improvement is the function of the knowledge base. In
leaning towards sectoral knowledge bases, there is greater opportunity to develop
these rules that require a finer level of detail.

Conscious of these issues, ESSA is preparing a proposal for the AECB which further
discusses how a second phase to the SCREENER evaluation could be structured. Should the
AECB decide to proceed with the next phase, we will continue to work with the users to
ensure that software customization, to the greatest degree possible, meets the Board's needs.
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APPENDIX 1: GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Artificial Intelligence

The ability of an artificial mechanism to exhibit
intelligent behaviour. Also the name of a field in which
artificial mechanisms that exhibit intelligence are
developed and studied.

Environmental Component

A part of the physical, biological, social or economic
environment that may be impacted by one or more
activities associated with a proposed project at a site.
The environmental components at the site are arranged in
a hierarchy which contains a mutually exclusive set of
sub-components. For example, rivers and lakes are both
sub-components of the "surface waters" component. At
the lowest level of the hierarchy are the "named
components" upon which SCREENER actually assesses
the potential impacts. A "named component" is an
identifiable environmental entity at or near the site that
may become impacted by one or more project activities.
Named components allow screening officers at the site to
work at the level of detail that their knowledge permits.

Environmental Setting

The description of the environmental components at the
project site which may be impacted by the project
activities. This description may include a list of the
important animals and plant species within the site's
sphere of influence, the physiographic features of the
site, and the nature of the socio-economic environment of
the local region around the site. This description may
also include particular characteristics of each component.

Expert System

Programs which simulate human reasoning, particularly
in fields requiring special expertise where such expertise
is scarce.

Impact Rules

SCREENER evaluates the applicability of every rule (see
the definition of Rule) in the knowledge base against the
following criteria: activity existence (the specified
activity must occur as part of the project being screened);
activity characteristics (the activity must have certain
characteristics (e.g. be of a certain size, occur at a
certain time)); environmental component existence (at
least one instance of the environmental component must
exist on the site); component characteristics (a
particular named component must have certain
characteristics; relational characteristics (the activity

and the particular environmental component must be
related to each other in space and time); and linkages
between components (components are "linked" together
if potential impacts on one component can impact
another). These criteria tell SCREENER whether an
impact is likely to occur, and if so, its level of
significance.
Inference Engine

Computer code which processes the rules and project
specific information in response to the user's
requirements.

Knowledge Base

A knowledge base is a collection of rules based on the
judgement of human experts drawn from a number of
fields. These rules are normally represented as IFTHEN logical statements. Knowledge bases are a major
component of expert systems. SCREENER's knowledge
base consists of two main databases: the impact rules
and the mitigation rules.

Mitigation Rules

Every impact rule can have a mitigation rule linked to it.
This mitigation regime presents information to the user
that describes how to lessen the severity of specific
impacts identified by SCREENER. Mitigation regimes
contain detailed actions that can be applied to a proposed
project to ameliorate environmental impacts. It is also
possible for the user to define his or her own unique
mitigation for one or more impacts. This is part of the
flexibility that is inherent in the SCREENER system.

Rules

In the knowledge-based approach, rules are expressed as
a series of IF-THEN statements that take the general
form: IF (a particular condition is satisfied) THEN (an
appropriate action is taken). The specific nature of the
condition and the terms that must be satisfied for a given
conclusion to arrive are dependent upon the current level
of knowledge in the subject area for which the system
has been designed.

User Interface

The means by which the user communicates with the
knowledge base.
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APPENDIX 2:

CEAA REPORT
Page: 1
Date: 01/05/95
Time: 17:04

PROJECT REGISTER AND SCREENING RECOMMENDATION SUMMARY
Date Screened:
SCREENER Version:
RULEBASE Version:
RECALC Status:
Screening Number:
Region:

28/04/95
Version 4.1.3
Master rulebase - Version 5
ALL
porthopeOOa
Southern
Ont.

Client Number:
EST$ (xlOOO):
Start Date:
Registration Date:
Alternate Proj. N°:

Project Category:
Province/Territory:
Client. Reg. N°:
Fiscal Year:
End Date:
Project Number:
File Number:

ONT

Location:
Port Hope
Cameco Ltd.
Proponent:
Client Name:
Project Manager:
Phone Number:
Project Leader/Client Contact:
Phone Number:
Project Officer:
Phone Number:
Person Screening:
Phone Number:
Other Contact:
Phone Number:
Name of Proposal:
Cell house extension
The extension of the cell house at Cameco's Port Hope Facility.
Project Description:

SELECTED PROJECT ACTIVITIES:
BUILDING/ERECTING
The usual construction activities involved in building or erecting any sort of structure.
DEWATERING/DRAINING
The draining of an area prior to undertaking another activity or converting the area to another use. The
establishment of artificial drainage routes or the enlarging or modification of existing ones, usually so that water
drains more easily from a given area.
DISPOSAL OF ROCK/AGGR./ASPHALT
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The action of disposing of rock, aggregate material, or used asphalt. This activity also includes the disposal
of any construction wastes that are not considered to be "hazardous materials" (defined as materials that fall into
the category of dangerous goods as defined by the Transportation of Dangerous Goods Regulations).
EARTHWORKS (CUT/FILL)
The manipulation of terrain contours by excavation, grading, and landfUling or the use of heavy equipment to
smooth or level the ground to a desired or horizontal gradient. The graded surface may subsequently be compacted.
EQUIPMENT USE
The operation of any heavy (e.g. back hoes, dump trucks) or light equipment (which includes a wide range of
objects such as lawnmowers, saws, drills, etc.). Note: The use of hand-held jack hammers falls under the activity
of "blasting/drilling" rather than "equipment use".
EXCAVATED EARTH DISPOSAL/FILL
The disposal of earth or other fill material that has been dug from an excavation or burial site and will not be
returned to the same site.
EXCAVATION/BORROW PIT
The action of removing earth by scooping or digging out, or removing sand or gravel from a natural source of
these materials.
FENCING
The construction of a fence and associated activities.
FILLING/PLACING CONCRETE
The activity of pouring concrete into or onto an area.
GEOLOGICAL SAMPLING
Removing pieces of rock.
GRADING
The use of heavy equipment to smooth or level the ground to a desired or horizontal gradient. The graded
surface may subsequently be compacted.
HAZARDOUS MATERIAL DISPOSAL
The disposal of materials that fall into the category of dangerous goods as defined by the Transport of Dangerous
Goods Regulations. This includes disposing of asbestos, as well as disposing of materials containing PCBs (such
material could include used capacitors, florescent light ballast, and used transformer oil). This activity may lead
to spills and leakages of toxic chemicals and hydrocarbons. Note: The disposal of PCBs is controlled by regulations
under the Canadian Environmental Protection Act.
HAZARDOUS MATERIAL STORAGE
This activity includes the storage of waste material that has potential to harm the environment or human health,
for example, material classified as dangerous materials under the Transport of Dangerous Goods Act.
HAZARDOUS MATERIAL TRANSPORT
The transporting or handling of materials that fall into the category of dangerous goods as defined by the
Transport of Dangerous Goods Regulations. This activity may lead to spills and leakages of toxic chemicals and
hydrocarbons.
MATERIAL/EQUIPMENT STORAGE
The storage of materials and/or equipment. This does not include hazardous materials, or stockpiling of such
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materials as soil, sand or salt. It does include stockpiling other raw materials.
PAVING/SURF ACING
The action of placing a relatively impervious layer on the ground, usually to facilitate vehicle movement. This
activity may involve operation of an asphalt plant.
PLACING SUBGRADE MATERIAL
Placement of support materials (sand, gravel, rock) for trails, roads, parking areas etc. or aquatic structures such
as containment facilities and breakwaters. This includes the actual placement as well as any compacting which may
be required.
RENOVATION
The alteration of existing structures, which usually involves some degree of construction. If the plans include
sandblasting, painting, paint removal, cleaning or hazardous materials use then these activities should also be
selected. If the renovation activities also involve the demolition of part of the structure and/or asbestos removal,
then the activity of "demolition" should also be selected. This activity may also involve the activity of "equipment
use".
SURVEYING
The action of mapping and describing the geometric properties of the surface of the earth in quantitative terms.
If this involves vegetation removal, then this activity should also be selected.
TRUCK TRAFFIC/HAULING
The use of heavy trucks, which may also be hauling other heavy equipment, materials or earth to and from the
site.
VEHICLE TRAVEL
The operation of any sort of motorized vehicle. This includes automobiles, motorcycles and ATV's. The use
of heavy equipment is covered under "equipment use". Movement of trucks on existing roads is covered under
'truck traffic/hauling".

DESCRIPTION OF ENVIRONMENT:
No environmental setting description has been entered.

ACTIVITY LOCATIONS SELECTED:
Cameco Fenced Property
This location includes all areas of the Cameco plant that within the fence line of the Cameco property and west
of the West Slip channel. This area is located east of John street.
UF6 Plant
This location includes the UF6 plant and surrounding property within the fence line and west of John Street.

COMPONENTS PRESENT
- Local Groundwater (aquifers)
- Local Atmosphere/Port Hope (atmosphere)
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- Cameco Buildings (buildings)
- North West UF6 Plant (buildings)
- Onsite Drainage (canals)
• Local Drinking Water (drinking water)
• Electrical Service (electricity)
• Local Emergency Response (emergency response)
• Employment Opportunities (employment)
• Local Fire Department (firefighting)
• Natural Gas Service (gas)
• Community Health Services (health services)
• Cameco's Industrial Processes (industrial/lab processes)
• Cameco Industrial Land Use (industrial land use)
• Cameco Security Service (law enforcement)
• Local Law Enforcement (law enforcement)
• Port Hope Local Air Quality (local air quality)
Natural Gas Pipelines (oil/gas lines)
Var. Onsite Chemical Pipelines (pipelines)
Above Ground Power Lines (power lines)
Below Ground Power Lines (power lines)
Port Hope Economic Activity (regional economic activity)
Spur Railway lines (roads/railways)
Sewage System Pipelines (sewage system)
Silty/Clay Soil - Onsite (soil)
Telephone Service (telephone)
Bell Canada Telephone Lines (telephone lines)
Road Access to Main Facility (transportation access)
Conventional Waste Disposal (waste disposal)
Drinking Water (water system)
Cameco Employees (workers)

Component
Atmospheric Env.
Landforms/Geological.
Resources
Soils
Aquatic Substrates
Groundwaters
Surface Waters
Terrestrial Vegetation
Terrestrial Animals

H M L U N

Component

V

Aquatic Vegetation
Aquatic Animals
Ecosystems
Structures/Sites
Services
Special Land Uses
People
Society
Aesthetic Values

V
V

V

V
V
V
V

H M L U N

V
V
V
V
V
V
V

Definitions for symbols:
H=High Potential M=Mitigable L= Low Potential U=Uncertain N = N o Impact
V= conclusion based on system rules
*=conclusion based on user's subjective judgement

Summary of Overall Project Screening Recommendation

V
V
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An initial assessment of the project leads to the following conclusion:
Project has high potential for impacts
Screened by:
Signature
Date

Select one of the following decision options from the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act:

Project can proceed if the project is not likely to cause significant adverse environmental effects;

Project cannot proceed if the project is likely to cause significant adverse environmental effects that cannot
be justified;

The project must be referred to the Minister of Environment for a panel review if:

It is uncertain whether the project is likely to cause significant adverse environmental effects;
The project is likely to cause significant adverse effects, and a determination must be made
whether these effects are justified in the circumstance;
Public concerns warrant a public review.

Decision by:
Title

Name

STANDARD MITIGATION ACTIONS SELECTED
There were no system-supplied mitigations selected for this screening.

USER DEFINED MITIGATION ACTIONS SELECTED
There were no user-defined mitigations entered for this screening.

Signature
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APPENDIX 3: DETAILED REPORT
Page: 1
Date: 01/05/95
Time: 17:04
PROJECT REGISTER AND DETAILED SCREENING REPORT
Date Screened:
SCREENER Version:
RULEBASE Version:
RECALC Status:
Screening Number:
Region:

28/04/95
Version 4.1.3
Master rulebase - Version 5
ALL
porthopeOOa
Southern
Ont.

Client Number:
EST$ (xlOOO):
Start Date:
Registration Date:
Alternate Proj. N°:

Project Category:
Province/Territory:
Client. Reg. N°:
Fiscal Year:
End Date:
Project Number:
File Number:

Location:
Port Hope
Proponent:
Cameco Ltd.
Client Name:
Project Manager:
Phone Number:
Project Leader/Client Contact:
Phone Number:
Project Officer:
Phone Number:
Person Screening:
Phone Number:
Other Contact:
Phone Number:
Name of Proposal:
Cell house extension
Project Description:
The extension of the cell house at Cameco's Port Hope Facility.

Summary of Overall Project Screening Recommendation

An initial assessment of the project leads to the following conclusion:
Project has high potential for impacts

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCREENING

ONT
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ALTERING MAN MADE STRUCTURES - > STRUCTURES/SITES (HIGH POTENTIAL OVERALL)
RENOVATION
A potential impact of this project is: renovation will disturb/alter the following structures/sites:
- North West UF6 Plant (buildings) by altering man made structures.
This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
- renovation will occur on/in the structures/sites listed above.

ALTERING SURFACE WATER FLOWS - > SURFACE WATERS (LOW POTENTIAL OVERALL)

IMPACTING SERVICES - > SERVICES (HIGH POTENTIAL OVERALL)
SECONDARY IMPACTS
A potential impact of this project is: one or more activities will adversely affect the following services:
- Local Emergency Response (emergency response) by impacting services.
This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
Linkages which affect the components:
- Road Access to Main Facility (transportation access) - > Local Emergency Response
IMPACTING SOILS - > GROUNDWATERS (HIGH POTENTIAL OVERALL)
SECONDARY IMPACTS
A potential impact of this project is: one or more activities will adversely affect the following groundwaters:
- Local Groundwater (aquifers) by impacting soils.
This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
Linkages which affect the components:
- Silty/Clay Soil - Onsite (soil) - > Local Groundwater
IMPACTING SOILS - > SURFACE WATERS (HIGH POTENTIAL OVERALL)
SECONDARY IMPACTS
A potential impact of this project is: one or more activities will adversely affect the following surface waters:
- Onsite Drainage (canals) by impacting soils.
This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
Linkages which affect the components:
- Silty/Clay Soil - Onsite (soil) - > Onsite Drainage
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IMPACTING STRUCTURES/SITES - > PEOPLE (HIGH POTENTIAL OVERALL)
SECONDARY IMPACTS
A potential impact of this project is: one or more activities will adversely affect the following people:
- Cameco Employees (workers) by impacting structures/sites.

This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
Linkages which affect the components:
- Local Emergency Response (emergency response) - > Cameco Employees

INCREASING DUST - > ATMOSPHERIC ENVIRONMENT (LOW POTENTIAL OVERALL)

INCREASING DUST - > PEOPLE (LOW POTENTIAL OVERALL)

INCREASING NOISE LEVELS - > PEOPLE (HIGH POTENTIAL OVERALL)
TRUCK TRAFFIC/HAULING
A potential impact of this project is: truck traffic/hauling will produce noise that will disturb the following
people:
- Cameco Employees (workers) by increasing noise levels.
This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
- truck traffic/hauling involves high noise level and frequent passage.
- truck traffic/hauling will occur near and coincident with the people listed above.

INCREASING SILT/SEDIMENT - > SURFACE WATERS (LOW POTENTIAL OVERALL)

INCREASING SOIL EROSION - > SURFACE WATERS (LOW POTENTIAL OVERALL)

OBSTRUCTING HUMAN MOVEMENT - > SERVICES (HIGH POTENTIAL OVERALL)
TRUCK TRAFFIC/HAULING
A potential impact of this project is: truck traffic/hauling will interfere with the following services:
- Road Access to Main Facility (transportation access) by obstructing human movement.
This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
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- truck traffic/hauling will occur on/in the services listed above.

OBSTRUCTING HUMAN MOVEMENT - > STRUCTURES/SITES (HIGH POTENTIAL OVERALL)
EQUIPMENT USE
A potential impact of this project is: equipment use will lead to temporary closures of the following
structures/sites:
- Spur Railway Lines (roads/railways) by obstructing human movement.
This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
- equipment use involves frequent passage.
- equipment use will occur adjacent to the structures/sites listed above.

RELEASING POLLUTANTS INTO AIR - > ATMOSPHERIC ENVIRONMENT (HIGH POTENTIAL
OVERALL)
PAVING/SURFACING
A potential impact of this project is: paving/surfacing will degrade the following atmospheric environment:
- Port Hope Local Air Quality (local air quality) by releasing pollutants into air.
This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
- paving/surfacing involves asphalting/concreting.

RELEASING POLLUTANTS INTO AIR - > PEOPLE (HIGH POTENTIAL OVERALL)
TRUCK TRAFFIC/HAULING
A potential impact of this project is: truck traffic/hauling will produce emissions that will be unpleasant for
the following people:
- Cameco Employees (workers) by releasing pollutants into air.
This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
- truck traffic/hauling involves frequent passage.
- truck traffic/hauling will occur near and coincident with the people listed above.

VEHICLE TRAVEL
A potential impact of this project is: vehicle travel will produce emissions that will be unpleasant for the
following people:
- Cameco Employees (workers) by releasing pollutants into air.
This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
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vehicle travel involves frequent passage.
vehicle travel will occur near and coincident with the people listed above.

RELEASING POLLUTANTS INTO SOIL - > SOILS (HIGH POTENTIAL OVERALL)
VEHICLE TRAVEL
A potential impact of this project is: vehicle travel will, from emissions and leakages, contaminate the
following soils:
- Silty/Clay Soil - Onsite (soil) by releasing pollutants into soil.
This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
- vehicle travel involves frequent passage.
- vehicle travel will occur adjacent to the soils listed above.

RELEASING POLLUTNTS INTO WATER - > SURFACE WATERS (HIGH POTENTIAL OVERALL)
HAZARDOUS MATERIAL DISPOSAL
A potential impact of this project is: hazardous material disposal may lead to spills/leakages that will poison
the following surface waters:
- Onsite Drainage (canals) by releasing pollutants into water.
• This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:

- hazardous material disposal involves toxic materials.
- hazardous material disposal will occur where drainage is into the surface waters listed above.

HAZARDOUS MATERIAL TRANSPORT
A potential impact of this project is: hazardous material transport may lead to accidents and spills/leakages
that will poison the following surface waters:
- Onsite Drainage (canals) by releasing pollutnts into water.
This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
- hazardous material transport involves toxic materials.
- hazardous material transport will occur where fluids run into the surface waters listed above.

RISKING HUMAN HEALTH/SAFETY - > PEOPLE (HIGH POTENTIAL OVERALL)
HAZARDOUS MATERIAL DISPOSAL
A potential impact of this project is: hazardous material disposal will endanger the following people:
- Cameco Employees (workers) by risking human health/safety.
This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
- hazardous material disposal will occur near the people listed above.
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GRADING
A potential impact of this project is: grading will create excessive dust and pose health problems for the
following people:
- Cameco Employees (workers) by risking human health/safety.
This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
- grading will occur near and coincident with the people listed above.

HAZARDOUS MATERIAL STORAGE
A potential impact of this project is: hazardous material storage will endanger the health of the following
people:
- Cameco Employees (workers) by risking human health/safety.
This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
- hazardous material storage will occur near and coincident with the people listed above.

HAZARDOUS MATERIAL TRANSPORT
A potential impact of this project is: hazardous material transport may lead to accidents that will endanger the
following people:
- Cameco Employees (workers) by risking human health/safety.
This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
- hazardous material transport will occur near and coincident with the people listed above.

RISKING HUMAN HEALTH/SAFETY - > SERVICES (HIGH POTENTIAL OVERALL)
RENOVATION
A potential impact of this project is: renovation will increase the need for the following services:
- Conventional Waste Disposal (waste disposal) by risking human health/safety.
This has a HIGH POTENTIAL for impact because:
- renovation involves debris produced and large operation.

STANDARD MniGATION ACTIONS SELECTED
There were no system-supplied mitigations selected for this screening.
USER DEFINED MITIGATION ACTIONS SELECTED
There were no user-defined mitigations entered for this screening.
ACTIVITY LOCATIONS SELECTED
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Cameco Fenced Property
This location includes all areas of the Cameco plant that within the fence line of the Cameco property and
west of the West Slip channel. This area is located east of John street.
UF6 Plant
This location includes the UF6 plant and surrounding property within the fence line and west of John Street.
COMPONENTS PRESENT
aquifers
- Local Groundwater
atmosphere
- Local Atmosphere
- Cameco Buildings
buildings
buildings
- North West UF6 Plant
canals
- Onsite Drainage
- Ijocal Drinking Water
drinking water
electricity
- Electrical Service
emergency response
- Local Emergency
Response
employment
- Employment
Opportunities
- Local Fire Dept
fire fighting
gas
- Natural Gas Service
health services
- Community Health
Services
industrial/lab processes - Cameco's Industrial
Processes
industrial land use:
- Cameco Industrial Land
Use
- Cameco Security
law enforcement
Service

law enforcement
local air quality
oil/gas lines
pipelines
power lines
power lines
regional economic act.
roads/railways
sewage system
soil
telephone
telephone lines

- Local Law Enforcement
- Port Hope Local Air
Quality
- Natural Gas
- Var. Onsite Chemical
Pipelines
- Above Ground Power
Lines
- Below Ground Power
lines
- Port Hope Economic
Activity
- Spur Railway Lines
- Sewage System
Pipelines
- Silty/Clay Soil - Onsite
- Telephone Service
- Bell Canada Telephone
Lines
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transportation access
waste disposal

- Road Access to Main
Facility
- Conventional Waste
Disposal

water system
workers

Drinking Water
- Cameco Employees
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APPENDIX 4: ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING: C:\SCREENER\RVMST005\CAMECO.SET
DATE LAST EDITED:
May 1, 1995
LOCATION INFORMATION FORM
1.

Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
This location includes all areas outside of the Cameco facility but in the vicinity of the Cameco Property and
West of the Ganaraska River
2.

Surrounding - E of Ganaraska
This area includes all areas outside the Cameco facility but in the vicinity of the Cameco property east of the
Ganaraska River.
3.

Cameco Fenced Property
This location includes all areas of the Cameco plant that are within the fence line of the Cameco property,
west of the West Slip channel. This area is located east of John street.
4.

UF6 Plant
This location includes the UF6 plant and surrounding property within the fence line and west of John Street.

5.

East Storage Facility
This location includes the two storage buildings located east of the West slip and west of the Ganaraska
River.
6.

West Slip

7.

Lake Ontario/Ganaraska

COMPONENT: climate

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: atmosphere

NAME: Local Atmosphere/Port Hope

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
Cameco Fenced Property
East Storage Facility
Lake Ontario/Ganaraska

Surrounding - E of Ganaraska
UF6 Plant
West Slip

CHARACTERISTICS:
y clear
y low dust content
n low pollutant levels
n subject to inversions

y cold temperatures
n low noise levels
n stable conditions

LINKAGES: NONE DEFINED
DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
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COMPONENT: local air quality

NAME: Port Hope Local Air Quality

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
Cameco Fenced Property
East Storage Facility
Lake Ontario/Ganaraska

Surrounding - E of Ganaraska
UF6 Plant
West Slip

CHARACTERISTICS:
y clear

y low dust content
n low pollutant levels

y low noise levels
LINKAGES: NONE DEFINED
DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: soil

NAME: Silt/Clay Topsoil - Offsite

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska

Surrounding - E of Ganaraska

CHARACTERISTICS:
n acid bearing
y clay
n contains permafrost
y high organic content
n mineral
n potentially erodible
n steep slope

n agricultural
n coarse-textured
y fine-textured
y low contaminant levels
y poorly drained
n sensitive
n used by terrestrial animals

LINKAGES: NONE DEFINED
DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: soil

NAME: Silty/Clay Soil - Onsite

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Cameco Fenced Property
East Storage Facility

UF6 Plant

CHARACTERISTICS:
n acid bearing
y clay
n contains permafrost
y high organic content
n mineral
n potentially erodible
n steep slope
LINKAGES: NONE DEFINED

n
n
y
n
n
n
n

agricultural
coarse-textured
fine-textured
low contaminant levels
poorly drained
sensitive
used by terrestrial animals
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DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: permafrost/ground ice

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: aquatic substrate

NAME: West Slip Aquatic Substrate

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
West Slip
CHARACTERISTICS:
y contaminated
y high mud/silt content
n sensitive to erosion
n used by fish

n erodible quality
n high organic content
n used by aquatic animals

LINKAGES: NONE DEFINED
DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: aquatic substrate

NAME: Ganaraska/L.Ont Aq. Substrate

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Lake Ontario/Ganaraska
CHARACTERISTICS:
n contaminated
n high mud/silt content
n sensitive to erosion
n used by fish

n erodible quality •
n high organic content
n used by aquatic animals

LINKAGES: NONE DEFINED
DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: aquifer recharge areas

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: aquifers

NAME: Local Groundwater

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
Cameco Fenced Property
East Storage Facility

Surrounding - E of Ganaraska
UF6 Plant

CHARACTERISTICS:
y low contaminant levels
y normal salinity

y low mineral content
n shallow water table

LINKAGES:
y soil - Silt/Clay Topsoil - Offsite
y soil - Silty/Clay Soil - Onsite
n permafrost/ground ice

n geological formations
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DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: wells
i: streams
COMPONENT: rivers

NAME: Not Present
TN A M t : INOI rresenr.

NAME: Ganaraska River

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Lake Ontario/Ganaraska
CHARACTERISTICS:
y clear
y high swimming potential
n low flow/flushing rates
n low turbidity
y normal salinity
n unproductive
LINKAGES:
y aquatic substrate - Ganaraska/L.Ont Aq. Substrate
n permafrost/ground ice
n aquifers
u soil

y
y
n
y
y
y

high DO
low contaminant levels
low temperature
navigable
pleasant appearance/smell
used by aquatic animals

n geological formations
n streams

DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: canals

NAME: Onsite Drainage

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Cameco Fenced Property
West Slip

UF6 Plant

CHARACTERISTICS:
n clear
n high swimming potential
n low flow/flushing rates
n low turbidity
n normal salinity
y unproductive

n
n
n
n
n
n

LINKAGES:
y aquatic substrate - West Slip Aquatic Substrate
y soil - Silty/Clay Soil - Onsite
n permafrost/ground ice
n aquifers

n geological formations
n streams

high DO
low contaminant levels
low temperature
navigable
pleasant appearance/smell
used by aquatic animals

DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: lakes/reservoirs

NAME: Lake Ontario
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SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Lake Ontario/Ganaraska
CHARACTERISTICS:
y clear
y high swimming potential
y low flow/flushing rates
y low turbidity
y normal salinity
n unproductive

y
n
y
y
y
y

LINKAGES:
y rivers - Ganaraska River
n aquatic substrate
n permafrost/ground ice
n aquifers

n soil
n geological formations
u canals

high DO
low contaminant levels
low temperature
navigable
pleasant appearance/smell
used by aquatic animals

DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: lakes/reservoirs

NAME: West Slip

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
West Slip
CHARACTERISTICS:
y clear
n high swimming potential
n low flow/flushing rates
n low turbidity
n normal salinity
y unproductive

y
n
n
y
n
n

LINKAGES:
y canals - Onsite Drainage
n aquatic substrate
n permafrost/ground ice
n aquifers

n soil
n geological formations
n rivers

high DO
low contaminant levels
low temperature
navigable
pleasant appearance/smell
used by aquatic animals

DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: estuaries

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: marine waters

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: glaciers/snow fields

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: surficial deposits

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: aggregate resources

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: mineral resources

NAME: Not Present
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COMPONENT: geological formations

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: ice

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: shoreline

NAME: Lake Ontario Shoreline

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
Lake Ontario/Ganaraska

Surrounding - E of Ganaraska

CHARACTERISTICS:
n erodible
n natural/undisturbed
y used by aquatic animals

n marshy
n rare/unique
n used by terrestrial animals

LINKAGES: NONE DEFINED
DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: submerged vegetation

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: emergent vegetation

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: algae/phytoplankton

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: aquatic invertebrates

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: fish

NAME: Various Fish Species

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Lake Ontario/Ganaraska
CHARACTERISTICS:
y commercially/trad important
y nutrient-sensitive
n rare/endangered
y rely on invertebrates
n sensitive to disturbance

n
y
y
n
y

critical habitat
pollutant-sensitive
recreationally important
sensitive to turbidity
temperature sensitive

LINKAGES:
y rivers - Ganaraska River
y lakes/reservoirs - Lake Ontario
n streams
n estuaries
n aquatic substrate
n shoreline
n algae/phytoplankton
n submerged vegetation

n
n
n
n
n
n

canals
marine waters
atmosphere
terrestrial invertebrates
emergent vegetation
aquatic invertebrates

DESCRIPTION; NONE DEFINED

A4-7
COMPONENT: aquatic reptiles/amphibians

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: aquatic birds

NAME: Various Aquatic Birds

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Lake Ontario/Ganaraska
CHARACTERISTICS:
n critical habitat
n rare/endangered
n rely on invertebrates
n sensitive to disturbance

n
y
n
n

pollutant-sensitive
rely on fish
sensitive to turbidity
temperature sensitive

LINKAGES:
y lakes/reservoirs - Lake Ontario
n rivers
n canals
n marine waters
n atmosphere
n terrestrial invertebrates
n emergent vegetation
n aquatic invertebrates

n
n
n
n
n
n
n

streams
estuaries
aquatic substrate
shoreline
algae/phytoplankton
submerged vegetation
fish

DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: aquatic mammals

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: trees

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: shrubs

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: grasses/herbs/ferns

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: crops

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: lichen/moss

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: terrestrial invertebrates

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: terr. reptiles/amphibians

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: terrestrial birds

NAME: Various Terrestrial Birds

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska

Surrounding - E of Ganaraska

CHARACTERISTICS:
n burrowing
n pollutant-sensitive
n rely on aquatic birds

n critical habitat
n rare/endangered
n rely on fish

A4-8
n rely on invertebrates
n vulnerable to predators
LINKAGES:
n trees
n crops
n lichen/moss
n rivers
n lakes/reservoirs
n marine waters
n shoreline
n terrestrial invertebrates
n fish

n sensitive to disturbance

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

shrubs
grasses/herbs/ferns
streams
canals
estuaries
atmosphere
surficial deposits
emergent vegetation
aquatic birds

DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: terrestrial mammals

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: terrestrial ecosystem

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: aquatic ecosystem

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: archaeological feature

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: traditional/historic feature

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: religious feature/cemeteries

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: scientific feature

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: buildings

NAME: Cameco Buildings

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Cameco Fenced Property
East Storage Facility

UF6 Plant

CHARACTERISTICS:
n flammable
LINKAGES: NONE DEFINED
DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: buildings
SELECTED LOCATIONS:
UF6 Plant
CHARACTERISTICS:
n flammable

NAME: North West UF6 Plant

A4-9
LINKAGES: NONE DEFINED
DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: marine structures

NAME: West Pier

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska

Lake Ontario/Ganaraska

CHARACTERISTICS:
n flammable

n underwater

LINKAGES:
n aquatic substrate
DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: marine structures

NAME: East Pier

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - E of Ganaraska

Lake Ontario/Ganaraska

CHARACTERISTICS:
n flammable

n underwater

LINKAGES:
n aquatic substrate
DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: communicate/transm. structure

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: trails

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: roads/railways

NAME: CN and CP Rail Lines

COMPONENT TYPE INFORMATION:
Above ground rail lines for CN and CP are considered as one component
SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - E of Ganaraska
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
CHARACTERISTICS: NONE DEFINED
LINKAGES: NONE DEFINED
DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: roads/railways
COMPONENT TYPE INFORMATION:

NAME: Hayward St.

A4-10
Above ground rail lines for CN and CP are considered as one component
SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - E of Ganaraska
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
CHARACTERISTICS: NONE DEFINED
LINKAGES: NONE DEFINED
DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: roads/railways

NAME: Marsh St.

COMPONENT TYPE INFORMATION:
Above ground rail lines for CN and CP are considered as one component
SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
CHARACTERISTICS: NONE DEFINED
LINKAGES: NONE DEFINED
DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: roads/railways

NAME: Spur Railway Lines

COMPONENT TYPE INFORMATION:
Above ground rail lines for CN and CP are considered as one component
SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
Cameco Fenced Property
East Storage Facility

Surrounding - E of Ganaraska
UF6 Plant

CHARACTERISTICS: NONE DEFINED
LINKAGES: NONE DEFINED
DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED

COMPONENT: bridges

NAME: Various Railway Bridges

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
CHARACTERISTICS: NONE DEFINED
LINKAGES: NONE DEFINED

Surrounding - E of Ganaraska

A4-11
DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: dams

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: water system

NAME: Drinking Water

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
Cameco Fenced Property
East Storage Facility

Surrounding - E of Ganaraska
UF6 Plant
Lake Ontario/Ganaraska

CHARACTERISTICS: NONE DEFINED
LINKAGES:
y lakes/reservoirs - Lake Ontario
n canals
n rivers

n streams

DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: power lines

NAME: Above Ground Power lines

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
Cameco Fenced Property
East Storage Facility

Surrounding - E of Ganaraska
UF6 Plant

CHARACTERISTICS:
n underwater
LINKAGES: NONE DEFINED
DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: power lines

NAME: Below Ground Power lines

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
Cameco Fenced Property
East Storage Facility

Surrounding - E of Ganaraska
UF6 Plant

CHARACTERISTICS:
n underwater
LINKAGES: NONE DEFINED
DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: telephone lines
SELECTED LOCATIONS:

NAME: Bell Canada Telephone lines

A4-12
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
Cameco Fenced Property
East Storage Facility

Surrounding - E of Ganaraska
UF6 Plant

CHARACTERISTICS: NONE DEFINED
LINKAGES: NONE DEFINED
DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: pipelines

NAME: Var. Onsite Chemical Pipelines

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Cameco Fenced Property
East Storage Facility

UF6 Plant

CHARACTERISTICS: NONE DEFINED
LINKAGES: NONE DEFINED
DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: oil/gas lines

NAME: Natural Gas Pipelines

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
Cameco Fenced Property

Surrounding - E of Ganaraska

CHARACTERISTICS:
n underwater
LINKAGES: NONE DEFINED
DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: sewage system

NAME: Sewage System Pipelines

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
Cameco Fenced Property
East Storage Facility

Surrounding - E of Ganaraska
UF6 Plant

CHARACTERISTICS:
n underwater
LINKAGES:
n streams
n lakes/reservoirs
n marine waters
DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED

n nvers
n estuaries

A4-13
COMPONENT: waste disposal sites/landfills

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: hydro power facility

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: law enforcement

NAME: Cameco Security Service

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Cameco Fenced Property
East Storage Facility

UF6 Plant
West Slip

CHARACTERISTICS: NONE DEFINED
LINKAGES:
y buildings - Cameco Buildings
n archaeological feature
n religious feature/cemeteries
n communicate/transm. structure
n roads/railways
n power lines
n scientific feature

n
n
n
n
n
n

traditional/historic feature
marine structures
trails
bridges
telephone lines
transportation access

DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: law enforcement

NAME: Local Law Enforcement

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
Cameco Fenced Property
East Storage Facility

Surrounding - E of Ganaraska
UF6 Plant

CHARACTERISTICS: NONE DEFINED
LINKAGES:
n archaeological feature
n religious feature/cemeteries
n marine structures
n trails
n bridges
n telephone lines
n transportation access

n
n
n
n
n
n

traditional/historic feature
buildings
communicate/transm. structure
roads/railways
power lines
scientific feature

DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: firefighting

NAME: Local Fire Department

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
Cameco Fenced Property
East Storage Facility

Surrounding - E of Ganaraska
UF6 Plant

A4-14
CHARACTERISTICS: NONE DEFINED
LINKAGES:
a traditional/historic feature
n marine structures
n trails
n bridges
n power lines
n pipelines
n hydro power facility

n
n
n
n
n
n
n

buildings
communicate/transm. structure
roads/railways
water system
telephone lines
oil/gas lines
transportation access

DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: health services

NAME: Community Health Services

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
Cameco Fenced Property
East Storage Facility
Lake Ontario/Ganaraska

Surrounding - E of Ganaraska
UF6 Plant
West Slip

CHARACTERISTICS: NONE DEFINED
LINKAGES:
n communicate/transm. structure
n power lines

n water system
n telephone lines

DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: emergency response

NAME: Local Emergency Response

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
Cameco Fenced Property
East Storage Facility
Lake Ontario/Ganaraska

Surrounding - E of Ganaraska
UF6 Plant
West Slip

CHARACTERISTICS: NONE DEFINED
LINKAGES:
n communicate/transm. structure
n roads/railways
n power lines
n transportation access

n trails
n bridges
n telephone lines

DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: transportation access

NAME: Road Access to Main Facility

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska

Cameco Fenced Property

A4-15
UF6 Plant

East Storage Facility

CHARACTERISTICS:
y only route
LINKAGES:
y roads/railways
y roads/railways
n streams
n canals
n estuaries
n archaeological
n buildings
n bridges
n pipelines
n waste disposal

- Hayward St.
- Marsh St.

feature

sites/landfills

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

nvers
lakes/reservoirs
marine waters
traditional/historic feature
trails
power lines
oil/gas lines
scientific feature

DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: drinking water

NAME: Local Drinking Water

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
Cameco Fenced Property
East Storage Facility

Surrounding - E of Ganaraska
UF6 Plant
Lake Ontario/Ganaraska

CHARACTERISTICS: NONE DEFINED
LINKAGES:
y lakes/reservoirs - Lake Ontario
y water system - Drinking Water
n marine structures
n sewage system
n wells
n rivers

n
n
n
n

dams
aquifers
canals
streams

DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: irrigation water

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: electricity

NAME: Electrical Service

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
Cameco Fenced Property
East Storage Facility

Surrounding - E of Ganaraska
UF6 Plant

CHARACTERISTICS: NONE DEFINED
LINKAGES:
y power lines - Above Ground Power lines

A4-16
y
n
n
n

power lines - Below Ground Power Lines
dams
rivers
canals

n hydro power facility
n streams

DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: gas

NAME: Natural Gas Service

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
Cameco Fenced Property
East Storage Facility

Surrounding - E of Ganaraska
UF6 Plant

CHARACTERISTICS: NONE DEFINED
LINKAGES:
y oil/gas lines - Natural Gas Pipelines
DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: telephone

NAME: Telephone Service

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
Cameco Fenced Property
East Storage Facility

Surrounding - E of Ganaraska
UF6 Plant

CHARACTERISTICS: NONE DEFINED
LINKAGES:
y telephone lines - Bell Canada Telephone Lines
DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: sewage treatment

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: navigation

NAME: Boat Navigation

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
West Slip

Lake Ontario/Ganaraska

CHARACTERISTICS:
n difficult navigation

n high volume

LINKAGES:
y lakes/reservoirs - Lake Ontario
y lakes/reservoirs - West Slip
n marine waters
n streams
n canals

n estuaries
n rivers
n archaeological feature

A4-17
n
n
n
n
n

traditional/historic feature
marine structures
dams
pipelines
scientific feature

n
n
n
n

buildings
bridges
telephone lines
oil/gas lines

DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: parking

NAME: Employee Parking

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
CHARACTERISTICS: NONE DEFINED
LINKAGES:
n buildings
n bridges

n roads/railways

DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: waste disposal

NAME: Conventional Waste Disposal

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
Cameco Fenced Property
East Storage Facility

Surrounding - E of Ganaraska
UF6 Plant

CHARACTERISTICS: NONE DEFINED
LINKAGES:
n roads/railways
n waste disposal sites/landfills

n bridges

DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: general social services

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: industrial/lab processes

NAME: Cameco's Industrial Processes

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Cameco Fenced Property

UF6 Plant

CHARACTERISTICS:
n requires uncontaminated inputs
LINKAGES:
y buildings - Cameco Buildings
n marine structures
n water system
n rivers

n dams
n streams
n canals

A4-18
u lakes/reservoirs
DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: agricultural land use

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: industrial land use

NAME: Cameco Industrial Land Use

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Cameco Fenced Property
East Storage Facility

UF6 Plant

CHARACTERISTICS: NONE DEFINED
LINKAGES: NONE DEFINED
DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: commercial land use

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: animal refuge land use

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: wilderness

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: parks land

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: recreational land use

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: residential land use

NAME: Port Hope Residential Land Use

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - E of Ganaraska
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
CHARACTERISTICS: NONE DEFINED
LINKAGES: NONE DEFINED
DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: native land

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: scenic views/vistas

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: traditional resource users

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: commercial resource users

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: recreational resource users

NAME: Fishermen

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Lake Ontario/Ganaraska

A4-19
CHARACTERISTICS: NONE DEFINED
LINKAGES:
y fish - Various Fish Species
n geological formations
n terrestrial birds
n aquatic birds
n local air quality
n glaciers/snow fields
n parks land
n firefighting
n drinking water
n trails
n marine structures
n bridges
n water system
n telephone lines
n health services
n general social services
n streams
n estuaries
n marine waters
n trees

n terrestrial mammals
n aquatic mammals
n aquatic invertebrates
n surficia] deposits
n wilderness
n law enforcement
n emergency response
n transportation access
n buildings
n roads/railways
n dams
n power lines
n sewage system
n gas
n rivers
n canals
n lakes/reservoirs
n emergent vegetation
n scenic views/vistas

DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: nearby residents

NAME: West and North West Residents

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
CHARACTERISTICS: NONE DEFINED
LINKAGES:
y local air quality - Port Hope Local Air Quality
n geological formations
n terrestrial birds
n aquatic birds
n surficial deposits
n wilderness
n law enforcement
n emergency response
n transportation access
n buildings
n roads/railways
n dams
n power lines
n pipelines
n sewage system
n health services
n telephone

n terrestrial mammals
n aquatic mammals
n atmosphere
n glaciers/snow fields
n parks land
n firefighting
n drinking water
n trails
n marine structures
n bridges
n water system
n telephone lines
n oil/ gas lines
n waste disposal sites/landfills
n gas
n general social services

A4-20
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

electricity
archaeological feature
religious feature/cemeteries
hydro power facility
waste disposal
marine waters
streams
lakes/reservoirs
industrial/lab processes
scenic views/vistas

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

trees
traditional/historic feature
communicate/transm. structure
parking
canals
rivers
estuaries
sewage treatment
navigation

DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: nearby residents

NAME: East and North East Residents

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - E of Ganaraska
CHARACTERISTICS: NONE DEFINED
LINKAGES:
y local air quality - Port Hope Local Air Quality
n geological formations
n terrestrial birds
n aquatic birds
n surficial deposits
n wilderness
n law enforcement
n emergency response
n transportation access
n buildings
n roads/railways
n Hams

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
u

power lines
pipelines
sewage system
health services
telephone
electricity
archaeological feature
religious feature/cemeteries
hydro power facility
waste disposal
marine waters
streams
lakes/reservoirs
navigation
industrial/lab processes

DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED

n terrestrial mammals
n aquatic mammals
n atmosphere
n glaciers/snow fields
n parks land
n firefighting
n drinking water
n trails
n marine structures
n bridges
n water system
n telephone lines
n oil/gas lines
n waste disposal sites/landfills
ngas
n general social services
n trees
n traditional/historic feature
n communicate/transm. structure
n parking
n canals
n rivers
n estuaries
n sewage treatment
n scenic views/vistas

A4-21
COMPONENT: nearby/adjacent landowners

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: tourists/visitors

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: farmers/ranchers

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: aboriginal peoples

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: special status groups

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: general population

NAME: Port Hope Population

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - E of Ganaraska
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
CHARACTERISTICS: NONE DEFINED
LINKAGES:
y local air quality - Port Hope Local Air Quality
n geological formations
n terrestrial birds
n terr. reptiles/amphibians
n aquatic reptiles/amphibians
n aquatic birds
n atmosphere
n glaciers/snow fields
n parks land
n firefighting
n drinking water
n buildings
n roads/railways
n dams
n power lines
n oil/gas lines
n waste disposal sites/landfills
ngas
n general social services
n trees
n lichen/moss
n aquatic ecosystem
n marine waters
n streams
n lakes/reservoirs
n communicate/transm. structure
n parking
n shoreline
n sewage treatment
n emergent vegetation
n navigation
DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED

n terrestrial mammals
n terrestrial invertebrates
n aquatic invertebrates
n fish
n aquatic mammals
n surficial deposits
n wilderness
n law enforcement
n emergency response
n transportation access
n marine structures
n bridges
n water system
n telephone lines
n sewage system
n health services
n telephone
n electricity
n grasses/herbs/ferns
n shrubs
n terrestrial ecosystem
n rivers
n estuaries
n religious feature/cemeteries
n hydro power facility
n waste disposal
n soil
n algae/phytoplankton
n submerged vegetation
n scenic views/vistas

A4-22
COMPONENT: artists/artisans

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: workers

NAME: Cameco Employees

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Cameco Fenced Property
East Storage Facility

UF6 Plant

CHARACTERISTICS:
n in tourist industry
LINKAGES:
y buildings - Cameco Buildings
y emergency response - Local Emergency Response
y health services - Community Health Services
n atmosphere
n glaciers/snow fields
n law enforcement
n drinking water
n transportation access
n marine structures
n bridges
n water system
n telephone lines
n oil/gas lines
n waste disposal sites/landfills
n telephone
n electricity
n hydro power facility
n waste disposal
n industrial/lab processes
n navigation

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

local air quality
parks land
firefighting
irrigation water
trails
roads/railways
dams
power lines
pipelines
sewage system
gas
general social services
communicate/transm. structure
parking
sewage treatment
scientific feature
tourists/visitors

DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: employment

NAME: Employment Opportunities

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Cameco Fenced Property
East Storage Facility

UF6 Plant

CHARACTERISTICS: NONE DEFINED
LINKAGES:
y industrial/lab processes - Cameco's Industrial Processes
n health services
n general social services
n waste disposal
n transportation access
n irrigation water
DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED

A4-23
COMPONENT: personal income

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: regional economic activity

NAME: Port Hope Economic Activity

SELECTED LOCATIONS:
Surrounding - W of Ganaraska
Cameco Fenced Property
East Storage Facility
Lake Ontario/Ganaraska

Surrounding - E of Ganaraska
UF6 Plant
West Slip

CHARACTERISTICS: NONE DEFINED
LINKAGES:
n health services
n irrigation water

n industrial/lab processes

DESCRIPTION: NONE DEFINED
COMPONENT: social well-being

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: health and safety

NAME: Not Present

COMPONENT: community structure

NAME: Not Present

